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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The 2nd monitoring report of ISC consultant presents the results of monitoring

of the implementation of social safeguard policies (under the Resettlement Policy

Framework, Ethnic Minority Framework, Resettlement Action Plan, Ethnic Minority

Development Plan, Gender Action Plan) at 52 sub-projects under the Vietnam Dams

Repair and Safety Improvement Project (DRSIP) including 12 first-year sub-projects

and 40 sub-projects which will be implemented in the subsequent years.

Based on official dispatches (Attached to Document No. 1309/CPO-WB8 dated

October 23, 2019, of the Central Project Management Unit (CPMU) on the

mobilization of independent third-party supervision consultants (ISC) ) WB8 project,

ISC consultant prepared and carried out the second monitoring. At ISC consulting

office, experts of the monitoring team agreed on a field trip plan and information

collection method. as well as writing quick reports at CPO's request

Field supervision is carried out from October 28, 2019, to November 5, 2019, in

10 provinces included Ha Tinh, Quang Binh, Quang Tri, Lam Dong, Dak Lak, Dak

Nong, Gia Lai, Kon Tum, Binh Thuan and Binh Dinh.

In the field, the consultants collected data for independent monitoring of social

safeguard policy compliance by incorporating necessary techniques such as collecting

available information and data, field walk, observation, and collecting qualitative

information, case studies based on the objectives of this monitoring.

In addition, for advising provinces that do not conduct field supervision, consult

and synthesize data based on internal monitoring reports, social security policy

reporting forms of PPMUs sent to CPO, especially internal monitoring reports. As of

November 2019, 15 provinces have sent internal monitoring reports and 19 provinces

have not sent internal monitoring reports (for details see the section on submission of

social security policy reporting forms). Some provinces do not currently carry out

activities related to social security policy reports, so there may not be internal

monitoring reports such as Tay Ninh, Ninh Binh and Gia Lai.

1. Resettlement

1.1. Construction progress:

By the time of monitoring in November 2019, the whole project has 22/52
subprojects under construction (42% of the subprojects) (35 bidding packages). The
total value of construction contracts is 1,898.6 billion dong. The total number of lakes
under construction is 117 lakes.
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1.2. Area of permanent and temporary land acquisition:

The total land area to be permanently and temporarily recovered in 34
provinces until the second monitoring time has not been fully and accurately updated
due to the lack of information provided by the provinces. But, according to data from
the PIC consultant, the total area expected to be recovered is 2,806,036.63 m2, of
which for the first 11 subprojects, the area of land acquired is about 372,677.20m2 and
for The remaining subprojects were updated with data according to RAP of
2,433,359.43m2. However, as of November 2019, according to consultation data
collected from internal monitoring reports of 13 provinces to the CPO committee, 13
provinces / 15 subprojects will permanently acquire land with a total area of m2.
344,624.25 m2 and 14 subprojects with temporary land acquisition are 192,104 m2.
These information will be consulted and updated by the consultant in the next
monitoring report.

At the time of monitoring the second phase, the consultant noted that there were
a number of subprojects that did not have land clearance, including: Da Teh Lake
Project in Lam Dong Province under the first year of the project due to compensation
of the land acquired from previous period. Or as the subproject in Khanh Hoa
province, Binh Thuan subproject in year 2, and Ninh Thuan did not recover the land so
there were no affected households.

1.3. Number of affected households

The project is expected to be implemented in 34 provinces and will affect about
37,600 households. In particular, the number of households affected by permanent
land acquisition will be 4,500 households; The number of temporarily affected
households will be 33,100, including 1,100 households temporarily affected by land
acquisition and 32,000 affected households restricting water supply during
construction (impact on one crop). The estimated number of relocated households is
500 (Source: TOR for ISC consultants).

According to data from the PIC consultant, the total number of affected
households is expected to be 2465, of which the actual number of affected households
under the compensation plan in the first 11 subprojects is 647 households and 1818
AHs according to the RAP report. However, up to the time of monitoring in November
2019, through the internal monitoring reports sent to the CPO committee, there were
571 AHs / 13 provinces had information related to the number of affected households.
These are provinces of Binh Dinh, Binh Thuan, Dak Nong, Dak Lak, Gia Lai, Kon
Tum, Lam Dong, Lao Cai Phu Tho, Quang Binh, Son La, Thanh Hoa and Tuyen
Quang. Among 571 AHs, it shows that: (i) 332 households (58.1%) are in the slightly
affected households, (ii) 132 temporary AHs (23.1%), (iii) 275 households are in
vulnerable groups. injury (48.2%). In particular, 180 ethnic minority households
account for 31.5%, 70 poor households account for 12.3%. 18 women headed
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households, 7 policy households. (iv) 13 AHs on 20% of productive land (accounting
for 2.3%) and 6 HHs in vulnerable group lose> 10% of productive land. (v) 2
resettlement households in Dak Lak province (according to RAP) and Tuyen Quang 1
year subproject, (vi) 2 AHs are business households in Son La and Kon Tum
provinces. 01 household lost part of their livelihood in Ho Phu Nham, Yen Bai
province because of a contract for a fish farming contract until 2030. Information on
this data will be consulted and updated by the consultant in the next monitoring report.

1.4. Information disclosure and public consultation:

Disclosure of project information and information related to land acquisition

and resettlement is implemented in affected areas by PPMUs in coordination with

Land clearance Council/Land Fund Development Center. and CPCs fully implement.

The consultation meetings have minutes of consultation and are signed by the

stakeholders. The list of participants is also attached in the appendix (some provinces

are not yet attached but are kept at the Land Fund Development Center).

In subprojects where there are affected people who are ethnic minorities, the

Compensation and Clearance Committee and the safety policy officer of PPMU have

arranged their communication. The languages used in consultation meetings and

information dissemination are parallel in both Vietnamese and ethnic languages, and

the heads of indigenous ethnic minority villages are often mobilized as interpreters in

meetings. Policies and frameworks for Ethnic Minority Development Plans are

disseminated to the people and provided to stakeholders, including local authorities,

the Board of Compensation and Site Clearance (BCSC)/Center for Land Fund

Development (CLFD) of districts in the project area.

At the consultation meetings, the facilitator of the meeting encouraged all men

and women of ethnic minorities to speak and record their opinions fully in the meeting

minutes. All questions, concerns or questions related to policies and rights of ethnic

minority children are fully answered. So 100% of ethnic minorities all agree and

expect the project to be carried out on schedule.

According to the internal monitoring reports in the provinces sent to the CPO

advisory board, many subprojects/provinces have not provided information on the

number of members consulted, the number of men, women and ethnic minorities

participating. At the time of the second supervision, there are now 9 provinces

mentioning the number of questioned members such as Binh Dinh, Dak Nong, Ha

Tinh, Phu Tho, Quang Binh, Son La, Thanh Hoa, Thua Thien Hue, and Tuyen Quang.

A total of 1405 members were consulted. However, some provinces have not recorded

the number of men and women, as well as the number of ethnic minorities

participating.
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1.5. Inventory of affected assets and preparing compensation plan:

The Provinces carrying out the inventory of damaged assets have complied with
the order and procedure of land acquisition, compensation, assistance, and resettlement
when the State recovers land under the Land Law and the project’s approved RPF.
Project Management Unit has cooperated closely with the Land Fund Development
Center in the process of implementing resettlement compensation and site clearance.
Specifically, after the detailed design, the provinces organized land acquisition
landmarks and after the process of announcing land acquisition decisions of the
People's Committees of districts and working groups conducted damage inventory. On
average, from 10 to 15 days On average, the BCSC/CLFD in the districts, based on the
land clearance mark to complete the extraction of cadastral maps in communes with
land acquisition. During the tally process, all household representatives participated to
monitor and validate the actual data. The inventory is distributed to households for
people to follow. The minutes of counting and comparing are signed and verified by
the household representative. The interviewed people said that the area of land,
property on land, architectural objects ... were all counted accurately.

1.6. Payment of compensation:

The payment of compensation and assistance at the subprojects complies with

the provisions of the Government of Vietnam and the provisions of the project

resettlement policy framework (RPF) and resettlement plans ( RAP) are prepared for

the subprojects. The payment of compensation and support to the people is

implemented by the district People's Committees in coordination with the CPCs at the

headquarters of the CPCs whose households are affected by the project. For affected

households, there are some Board of Compensation and Site Clearance (BCSC) and

PPMU that have disseminated and provided to affected households documents

including land acquisition decisions, pressure minutes. compensation price, support

and receipt money. The consultant has received a full receipt of payment in the

provinces where the second monitoring (eg Quang Binh, Binh Dinh)..

There are 10 out of 34 provinces that have been paying for compensation,

support, resettlement and land clearance, namely Binh Dinh, Dan Nong, Kon Tum,

Lam Dong, Lao Cai, Phu Tho, Quang Binh, Son La, Thanh Hoa, and Tuyen Quang.

The total number of affected households in 10 provinces that have received

compensation is 432 households.

The total amount paid to 432 households/10 provinces and organizations is

18,248,682,436VND. 26 households have not received compensation in Lao Cai

province because the land clearance compensation plan has not been approved, 228

households have handed over the site for construction and 60 households have not

handed over the ground yet.
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In Binh Thuan province: Compensation for households (1.16ha): Determination

of owners is in trouble, due to 5,364.3 m2 of the land of 05 households overlapping

with the land area of the Quao River Protection Forest Management Board. When the

subproject receives the decision of changing the land use purpose of the Ministry, they

will pay for the people. The expected payment in the fourth quarter of 2019 will be

paid to the people.

However, the consultant also found that some of the subprojects that were

provided but not yet complete the dossier for the affected people, in particular, some

places did not provide receipts to receive money but only signed the list to confirm

that get money.

1.7. Relocation/resettlement

At the time of the second monitoring, the consultant noted that two cases will

need to be relocated: (i) in Tuyen Quang province, the relocation of Mr. Nguyen Duy

Thanh's household is expected to be completed by the end of June 2019. (ii) In Dak

Lak province, according to the RP report, 1 household is relocated, however,

compensation and payment have not been implemented.

1.8. Support policies and livelihood restoration program

At the time of monitoring in November 2019, there was no province

implementing a livelihood restoration program. The acquired land is not the main

source of household income, so after being informed about the support for vocational

change, the households agreed. However, some provinces also explicitly mentioned

some support policies

1.9. Satisfaction level

In general, according to the report of the provinces, all affected households

confirmed that they were satisfied and had no questions about compensation payment,

support and received the money.

On the side, ISC consultants when conducting in-depth interviews with AHs

found that the compensation price application was implemented in compliance with

the regulations of the government and the project. Interviews with some households

show that they all feel satisfied with the project implementation.

1.10. Complaints, Grievance (GRM):

The provinces said they had disseminated their complaint policy to the

community through consultation meetings. And up to the time of monitoring, all

provinces reported that none of the households had a complaint, or a verbal complaint

with the commune, district, and province as well as PPMU.
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2. Gender action plan (GAP) and ethnic minority development plan (EMDP)

General assessment of GAP and EMDP implementation in the sub-projects: As
with the monitoring results of phase 1, the monitoring results of phase 2 show that
most of the contents of the quarterly and monthly project implementation progress
reports of the PMUs have not mentioned the actual situation of Safety Policy,
including Resettlement, GAP, and EMDP, as well as other social issues.

2.1. Implementation of monitoring and monitoring of the Gender Action
Plan(GAP)

2.1.1. Personnel responsible for gender are missing and weak:

Through field surveys, as well as through telephone conversations with the
subprojects that have not been surveyed, independent monitoring consultants found
that most opinions at PMUs are not interested in implementing GAP. / EMDP, not yet
assigned a person in charge of GAP / EMDP. GAP / EMDP action plan, GAP / EMDP
implementation budget, although included in the annexes to the approved SA / EMDP
report. However, up to the time of the first and second monitoring, most of the
provinces did not know where the budget came from. The consultancy side of making
SA / EMDP reports for provinces has not exchanged and instructed PPMUs on the
need to carry out these activities. Therefore, some provinces do not know or if they do
not fully know how to do this. Through the first and second monitoring rounds, ISC
consultants also exchanged and provided guidance on the provinces that need to
implement GAP / EMDP according to the approved report.

2.1.2. GAP implementation progress:

 Through the collection of documents/reports from CPMU, PPMU as of
November 2019. 26 subprojects need to prepare GAP, including 12 subprojects
in the first year, 14 subprojects in the following years.

 Provinces have been implementing GAP activities such as Thanh Hoa, Tuyen
Quang, Dak Nong, and Quang Binh provinces.

 GAP plans of most provinces have not been implemented so the indicators have
not been collected by the time of reporting so the consultants have not been able
to summarize the expenditures. have achieved and any targets yet.

 GAP content: GAP preparation was done by different advisory groups, so the
contents of the GAP in some provinces were similar in GAP indicators by the
same consultant. And in some other provinces GAP is different. Through field
supervision in Ha Tinh during the training process for the gender staff of the
Project Management Unit, the consultant found that some indicators were
unclear and were difficult to implement. (eg Output 13, indicator: "Creating
gender-related indicators in the project monitoring set of indicators"; "All
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communes in the project area are monitored by gender indicators". ..). Some
provinces in GAP do not mention recruiting local labor (eg GAP of Binh Dinh).
A small number of PPMUs reported not implementing a gender action plan
(Khanh Hoa PPMU through internal monitoring reports).

2.1.3. Compliance with gender and social safety policies:

 Several gender indicators and the "Code of Conduct" have been incorporated
into the bidding documents: Most provinces have integrated gender indicators
(including hiring local labor, advocacy against HIV / AIDS and sexually
transmitted diseases, do not hire children, pay the same amount for men and
women when they do the same job; .... and "Code of Conduct" in bidding
documents (Ha Tinh, Quang Binh, Quang Tri...) (supervision consultants have
been viewed as bidding documents as well as integrated content).In the
subprojects being implemented, the consultant went to the field, looked at the
contractor's records, books, and timesheets and showed that: Although GAP has
not been implemented at all, it has not yet collected information. included in the
report, but through on-site monitoring of several subprojects already
implemented, the contractor complied with the project's policy, including not
hiring child labor and having toilets. Particularly for men and women, there are
medicine boxes and free condoms for workers. Most of the first workers have
workwear, helmets, boots... The camps are clean, have clean water for workers
to use, waste bins and Garbage collection contracts with the district sanitation
company... The contractor cooperated with the commune, village and women's
union authorities in announcing the recruitment of local labor, so the provinces
constructed more than 30% of local labor. The contractor pays the same amount
of money to men and women when they do the same job (as shown in the
contractor's payroll). Quang Tri contractor also keeps track of the number of
local employees in the construction diary (consult with taking photos in the
appendix).

 In addition, a number of sub-projects of contractors that coordinate with
commune health stations provide health checks for workers, including:

 (The sub-project in Muong Bon Commune, Mai Chau District, Hoa Binh
Province, on April 22, 2019, the contractor in collaboration with the
Muong Bon Commune Health Station organized a health examination for
23 workers ...

 Quang Binh PPMU, organized by contractor Minh Ha Co., Ltd., organized
two rounds of communication on HIV / AIDS prevention and human
trafficking for workers on November 22, 2018, and April 12, 2018, in
Thuan Duc commune. and Dong Son Ward, Dong Hoi City with 43
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participants (including 5 women in the first round), 45 people in phase 2
(including 2 women) at Workers' Camp.

 Also, contractor Minh Ha coordinated with the Women's Union of the
commune/ward and the village leader to integrate HIV/AIDS prevention
and human trafficking prevention into the content of the Women's Union
meeting. , of the village, the neighborhood. Minh Ha contractor also
contacted the Preventive Medical Center of Quang Binh Province to
provide free HIV testing and testing for workers. Minh Ha contractor also
regularly reports quarterly employees of the company and local employees
to PPMU Quang Binh. The percentage of Minh Ha contractors hiring local
workers is over 30% of the company's total employees. Female workers
are given priority and are assigned to work by women's health such as
cooking, household chores, ancient planting, construction work, tilling
water, etc., which are usually easier than men. In the case of men and
women doing the same job, they are equally paid and the contractors do
not use child labor.

 Most contractors have communicated to workers about Labor Safety and
distributed learning materials "Procedures for labor safety, fire and explosion
prevention, and sanitation". The contractor complied with the safety policies of
the Government of Vietnam as well as of the project.

2.2. Monitoring and supervision of EthnicMinority Development Plans(EMDP)

2.2.1.Progress of implementation of the Ethnic Minority Development Plan:
 As of November 2019, four provinces have submitted to CPO the EMDP-

related activities and EM monitoring indicators, Thanh Hoa, Lao Cai, Son La,
and Lang Son.

 In which Thanh Hoa province plans GAP and EM to be integrated and
implemented by an independent consultancy unit of International Training and
Cooperation Center - Vietnam Institute of Irrigation Science through a private
contract. No. 191/2017 / HDTVĐB-WB8, Package No. 05 (C1-TH-ĐB-CS5).

 Some provinces have little influence on ethnic minorities, so they are
incorporated into the Resettlement Plan, not exclusively the Ethnic Minority
Plan (for example, in Quang Tri, only 7 Van Kieu households are affected less
than 10%).

2.2.2. Consultation with ethnic minority:
All provinces said that sub-projects affecting ethnic minorities were fully

consulted, Consult individually with ethnic minority groups in the local language or in
Vietnamese with the village chief as an interpreter. The consultation meeting for
ethnic minority groups has consultation minutes and an attached list.
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Limitations: Some provinces reported having consulted with ethnic minority
groups separately, but did not keep a record of the minutes of the consultation minutes
and list of participants (most said they were kept at the most said it was saved at the
Land Fund Development Center).

2.3. Social issues

As of October 2019, through monitoring at 18 subprojects and studying the
collected documents such as reports from contractors, localities and interviewing some
households finding that: No problems were arising during the construction process
such as land reclamation, child/female sexual abuse, child labor, cultural/ethnic
conflicts between the labor of contractors and indigenous peoples, the theft... these
issues will be advised by the consultant to continue monitoring and monitoring in the
next periodic monitoring reports.

Limitations exist: However, some subprojects still have limitations such as:

 There is no hotline/phone number to provide counseling on healthcare, health,
medical care for officials, employees, and workers.

 The majority of workers have not been trained in the prevention of HIV/AIDS,
STIs.

 A number of workers have no contract, no insurance as prescribed.

 Some worker camps do not ensure environmental safety and hygiene, such as

no garbage cans, temporary toilets, no separate toilets for women, and

inconspicuous bathrooms... Treatment wastewater management system is not

guaranteed, also discharged directly into the environment ...

 No medicine cabinet was found in some campsites, operation houses. Some

medicine cabinets had no condom, and the number and types of medicines are

poor.

 People gave out lots of complaints regarding the situation of overweight trucks

which have damaged and subsided the roads.

 Regarding discharging, draining water in dam reservoirs during the construction

process, the households should be informed more frequency so that they may

avoid a low water level period causing damages to their aquaculture/fish

farming business.

 The people's suggestions in the public consultation meetings that have been

recorded in the minutes should be implemented by PPMU and other

stakeholders, especially contractors and construction supervision consultants.

PPMU needs to strengthen more close supervision of contractors' construction

and arrange hot phone numbers for people to directly reflect.
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 Some construction units lack/do not have necessary signs (Construction signs,
hazardous area warning signs, contact phone numbers, safety signs,
construction site rules, lack of average fire protection, etc.).

 Some provinces in GAP have indicators related to water use groups (such as Ha
Tinh PPMU) so far that have not been implemented and have not been
confirmed as “Water user groups”, so it has not been possible. What is the
relationship to confirm the status of the water user group, whether it has the
participation of the Women's Union, as well as the percentage of women who
have reached the required percentage of the project?

 At present, the Community Supervision Unit has been established by the
Fatherland Front, but many provinces have not yet coordinated with the
communes to strengthen and add representatives of the Women's Union or
women representatives. There has been no official letter or meeting to introduce
the Supervisory Board to the contractor who is or will be constructing in the
commune to create conditions for members of the Community Supervision
Board to supervise the work according to the regulations of Government and
Vietnam Fatherland Front.

2.4. Organizing the effective implementation of social safeguard policy compliance for
the PPMUs:

 In all the subprojects, the consultants found that several PPMU officers
assigned to social security policies were not trained. (Although the provinces
reported sending staff to participate in CPO training courses, they were later
transferred to other positions.) In general, these officers do not have the
experience and skills to implement the safeguard policies of ODA-funded
projects, so they are initially confused in the implementation of activities
required by the project (of the sponsor). Consultancy on making
SA/EMDP/ESIA reports not working and guiding PPMU Safeguards staff on
the importance of implementing WB safeguard policies in the implementation
process. The implementation of GAP/EMDP activities, as well as the budget,
still has many PPMUs, it is unclear which units need to be implemented and
where the budget will come from to implement these activities.

 On the other hand, PIC consultants support the implementation of the project in
late, so phase 1 has not yet instructed the PPMUs to monitor the
implementation of the project safeguard policy. Phase 2, although PIC has been
recruited, so far, according to the PPMUs, there has been no advice on PIC's
Safety Policy to the provinces to guide implementation (Resettlement, GAP,
society... ).

 Also, the PPMUs have many difficulties in reciprocal capital exceeding the debt
ceiling. Therefore, the PPMU side must seek the direction of the Province to
provide funding for implementation. This can lead to delays in the
implementation and implementation of activities.
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PART I: INTRODUCTION TO DRSIP PROJECT

Cr.5749-VN credit for the Dam Repair and Safety Improvement Project(WB8)
signed on 8 April 2016, the agreement takes effect July 8, 2016, closing the loan on
30/6/2022. Summary of some main contents of the project approved in Decision No.
4638/QD-BNN-HTQT of November 9, 2015 as follows:

- Project name: Dam Repair and Safety Improvement Project(WB8).

- The whole project has 52 subprojects including 12 subprojects in phase 1 and
40 subprojects in the next phase implemented in 34 provinces.

- Sponsor: World Bank (WB)

- Governing agency: Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development

- Project owner: Central Project Office

- Implementation time: from 2016 to 2022

- Project location: The provinces where the project is implemented are
participating in the reservoir safety improvement  program, 34 provinces
including: Ha Giang, Yen Bai, Tuyen Quang, Bac Kan, Lao Cai, Thai Nguyen ,
Lang Son, Son La, Hoa Binh, Vinh Phuc, Phu Tho, Bac Giang, Quang Ninh,
Hai Duong, Ninh Binh, Thanh Hoa, Nghe An, Ha Tinh, Quang Binh, Quang
Tri, Thua Thien Hue, Quang Nam, Quang Ngai, Binh Dinh, Phu Yen, Khanh
Hoa, Ninh Thuan, Binh Thuan, Kon Tum, Gia Lai, Dak Lak, Dak Nong, Lam
Dong and Tay Ninh.

1.1. The main objective of the project

 Overall objectives:

Support to the implementation of the Program for Ensuring the safety of
reservoirs through repairing and upgrading of priority dams, strengthening the
management and safe operation of dams in order to protect population and economic
infrastructure. economic - social downstream.

 Detail objectives:

- Restoring and ensuring the safety of works through repairing and upgrading
deteriorated lakes or dams or lacking flood discharge capacity.

- Improve the institution and policy on dam safety management and management
at the national level, strengthen the management, operation and coordination
information mechanism in the basin.

- Improve the capacity of project management and implementation,
environmental and social management.
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1.2. Components of the project.

 Component 1: Dam safety rehabilitation

- Evaluate flood discharge capacity and improve capacity of anti-flood and prevention
for large reservoirs.

- Repair, rehabilitate reservoirs and dam which are failed in structure and low capacity
of food discharge.

- Equip to support in the forecast, supervise and operate the reservoir.

 Component 2: Management of dam safety

- To erect equipment for monitoring, operating inter-reservoir and warning of
natural disasters in the basin.

- To erect support tools for dam safety management units.

- Improve dam safety institutions and policies.

- Technical assistance, inspection and monitoring dam safety.

- Application of science and technology and implementation of evaluations.

- Training, communication to improve capacity and skills to cope with dam failure
and natural disasters.

 Component 3: Project management

- Provide technical assistance, including project implementation consultant (PIC),
Third Party Independent Supervision and Audit Consultant (ISC), monitoring and
evaluation (M&E).

- Project audit.

- Training on project management capacity for investors, project management units
from central to local levels at domestic and abroad; Provide equipment, finance, support
project management and implementation.

1.3. Total investment and project capital

The total invested capital of the project is USD 443 million (equivalent to VND
9,967 billion). In which:

- WB funds: 415 million USD.

- Counterpart funds: 28 million USD.
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PART II: TASKS - METHODS - ORGANIZES OF THE SUPERVISION

2.1. Task of monitoring

The project has mobilized an Independent Monitoring Consultant (ISC). ISC
consultants are recruited and managed by CPMU. In particular, ISC consultants have
an array of tasks to monitor the implementation of SAFEGUARD POLICYs during
the implementation of project activities under resettlement policy frameworks, EM
development frameworks, resettlement action plans (RAP). ), DTS Development Plan
(EMDP), Gender Action Plan (GAP). According to TOR for ISC, there are specific
tasks to be done:

 Task 1: Monitoring the compliance of RAP & EMDP implementation

Issues that need to be assessed by an independent monitoring consultant:

 Institutional capacity on resettlement and follow-up work of RAP implementing
agencies (at provincial and district levels) to achieve Project objectives

 Implementation progress of resettlement;

 Information disclosure, advice and participation;

 Benefit, compensation at replacement cost for all types of affected assets and
payment of allowances and other allowances under RAP and EMDP

 Restoring income to pre-project levels for affected households (AHs), especially
those who are severely affected and those who are not severely affected but may or
may have had difficulties in recovering income. their input equal to the level before
the project;

 Grievance redress mechanism (documents, process, resolution)

 Outstanding specific issues of the project

For subprojects that need to prepare a summary resettlement action plan, ISC
does not monitor its implementation on a semi-annual basis but by accident. In
addition, the subproject management should strengthen its role in internal monitoring
of the implementation of the subproject resettlement action plan.

 Task 2: Monitoring the implementation of the Gender Action Plan(GAP):

 Identify and evaluate gender activities as mentioned above?

 Verify community consultation and women's participation as mentioned in the
GAP?

 Identify the existence of GAP implementation and provide solutions to address
gaps.
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 Task 3: Assisting Subproject Investor in improving RAP, EMDP and GAP
implementation capacity

During the monitoring process, the ISC must assist the subproject investors in
building the capacity of the PIAs/PPMUs in carrying out compensation, assistance and
resettlement at the request of the project owners. Capacity building is done through: (i)
Direct discussions between Consultants and staff of PIAs/PPMUs on experience in
RAP, EMDP and GAP implementation and monitoring; (ii) Instruct PIAs/PPMUs to
update the RAP in the form of periodic reports and model support and to build
capacity on field trips.

 Task 4: Prepare report.

Prepare initial reports, periodic monitoring reports; irregular monitoring reports,
mid-term monitoring reports, final evaluation reports in line with WB's social
safeguard policies and Vietnam's policies and laws on compensation, resettlement and
ethnicity. minorities, gender action plan.

2.2. Method of monitoring

The following methods have been used by the consultants to obtain the best
results for pre-and post-resettlement monitoring and regular monitoring visits:

 Reviewing secondary documents:

The consultants have studied and summarized secondary project documents
such as: Social Assessment (SA), RPF, EMPF, Environmental and Social Management
Framework (ESMF), RAPs, EMDPs, GAPs, Project Operational Manual (POM),
Memorandum of Understanding (MARD); Monthly, quarterly and annual reports on
implementation progress of RAP and EMDP prepared by PPMUs and the provinces;
Reports on the situation of complaints and grievance redressal of the sub-projects.
Reviewed documents/records kept at PPMUs, BSCSs, CPCs, households on disclosing
information about the project, tallying notices, measurements, announcement
documents and public posting of compensation and assistance plans. The documents
have provided the consultants with all necessary information on the project concepts
and technical practice, so the results of monitoring and supervision may objectively
describe the project related activities.

 Designing information collection forms/tools:

To monitor and supervise the implementation of social safeguard policies in 34
provinces, the resettlement, ethnic minority, gender, and social development
consultant team, has developed 4 main forms:

 (i) Internal monitoring reports on social security policy activities. This form is
intended to assess the overall situation of subproject implementation in the
provinces and the implementation of relevant social safeguard policies
(resettlement, gender, ethnic minorities, social development issues).
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 (ii) The grievance redress mechanism (GRM) form is like a notebook for
monitoring GRMs of each province (if any). In this form, the PPMUs need to
assign responsibilities, specify the names of officers who monitor each task of
resettlement, environment, ethnic minorities, GAP, construction ...

 (iii) The implementation of ethnic minority activities forms: this form is only
for subprojects with EM people to evaluate the indicators related to EM people.

 (iv) A data collection form for contractors, to keep track/monitor some of the
GAP indicators that are addressed in gender action plans such as local labor,
women's, child labor, equal pay for both men and women with the same job...

 In-depth interviews:

(i) Consultants have conducted in-depth interviews with AHs, (ii) interviews
with workers, (iii) in-depth interviews with contractors (iv) interviews with safety
policy officers of departments (v) interviews district compensation council. The total
number of in-depth interviewed members was 49, of which male 37 people accounted
for 75.5% and female 12 people accounted for 24.5%.

 Focus Group Discussions:

Conduct 13 group focus group discussions at PPMU, District Land
Development Centers. In the subprojects that have been constructed, a group of
contractor staff will be discussed at the construction site, including site commander,
camp worker, and safety officer. supervision consultants ... With a total of 72
participants, of which 62 men (86.1%) and 10 women (13.9%).

Thus, the total number of members whom the consultant team met and
interviewed was 121, of which 22 were women (18.2%) and 99 men accounted for
(81.8%).

 Survey questionnaire/quantitative:

The consultant team also designed a survey questionnaire for affected
households. The questionnaire was designed to collect socio-economic information,
assess the level of satisfaction, the participation of affected households in the project
such as the announcement of the village, counting, measuring, making compensation
plan, compensation, payment, change of living conditions of the affected households
... Because the time for monitoring at the subprojects is not much, the implementation
of the quantitative survey by questionnaire exchanged with the affected households
only implemented in Quang Binh (4 affected households, out of the total interviewed,
1 female). Due to the short field visit time, the ISC consultant will conduct a
questionnaire survey of affected households in the next monitoring periods.

Details number of in-depth interviews (IDIs) and Focus Group Discussions
(FGDs) have been conducted by the consultant team is as follows:
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Table1– Summary of the number of IDIs and FGDs in provinces

Province Contractor Workers Households PPMU staff in charge FGDs with PPMU Total

Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female FGDs Male Female Male Female

Kon Tum 2 1 9 1 11 1

Gia Lai 1 1 6 7 0

Dak Nong 1 6 3 1 1 5 1 16 1

Dak Lak 1 1 1 5 2 6 3

Lam Dong 1 2 1 2 1 4 9 1

Binh Thuan 1 1 1 1 5 3 7 4

Binh Dinh 2 3 3 1 2 1 1 6 2 12 8

Ha Tinh 1 5 1 5 1

Quang Binh 1 2 2 2 1 1 8 0 13 3

Quang Tri 1 2 1 3 9 13 0

Total: 7 0 11 3 8 6 11 3 12 62 10 99 22

Percentage: 100.0% 0.0% 78.6% 21.4% 57.1% 42.9% 78.6% 21.4% 86.1% 13.9% 81.8% 18.2%

Note:

- The implementation of the Focus Group Discussions at PMUs was conducted 2 times/1 Province (1st round: Reviewing the progress, situation
of the subproject and 2nd round: summarizing meeting of the consulting team after reviewing the documents/data collection/report, field
survey)

- Quang Tri subproject: Discuss in the PPMU group with 5 officers (male) and work with 2 Centers for Land Fund Development Cam Lo and
Gio Linh, so the number of FGD in Quang Tri is 3 times.
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 Observations:

This is a method of comparison and cross-checking: This method is suitable for

monitoring the accuracy of information gained from other methods. Some photos of

the sub-projects were taken by the consultants and are presented in Appendix of this

report.

2.3. Supervision implementation organize

Based on the Official Dispatch No. 1309 / CPO-WB8 of October 23, 2019 of the

Central Project Management Board (CPMU) on mobilizing independent third-party

supervision consultants (ISC) for the WB8 project. In addition to other experts / team

leaders, experts of social security policy monitoring consultants involved in

implementation include: (i) Resettlement Specialists, (ii) Gender Experts, (iii)

Professionals Ethnic Minorities, (iv) Community Development Specialists and some

support staff for experts.

Duties of experts related to social security policy oversight are clearly mentioned

in the TOR for ISC:

Frequency of implementation:Monitoring of compliance with safety policies in

the implementation of RAP, EMDP and GAP to assess the results of activities by: (i)

Periodic monitoring: conducted every 6 months times to collect primary and secondary

information / data and provide monitoring indicators for RAP, EMDP and GAP; (ii)

Irregular monitoring: At the request of CPMU based on outstanding issues arising

during project implementation; (iii) Final monitoring: 6-12 months after the

implementation of RAP, EMDP and GAP is completed to evaluate the effectiveness

and results of the project's compensation, assistance and resettlement.

2.4. Area and time of the second independent monitoring

In this second period of independent monitoring, after receiving the CPMU's

mobilization request, ISC consultants coordinated with CPMU social safeguard staff to

review, screen and field identification for 12 provinces and was divided into 2 teams.

Group 1 includes Gia Lai, Kon tum, Dak Lak, Dak Nong, Lam Dong, Binh Thuan, and

Binh Dinh. Group 2 includes Ha Tinh, Quang Binh, Quang Tri, Quang Ngai, and

Quang Nam. However, Due to storm no.6 entering Quang Ngai and Quang Nam

provinces, the consultant's team could not survey these two provinces. Therefore, the

number of provinces surveyed is 10 provinces. These are provinces with subprojects in

years 1 and 2. There are provinces that have been implementing compensation and

land acquisition activities and some provinces have completed and are in the process

of implementing further social safeguard plans (GAP, EMDP).
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Before the implementation of the 2nd field supervision, at the ISC office,

experts of the consultant team have reviewed the secondary documents available from

CPO and PPMUs and prepares qualitative and quantitative monitoring tools.

The schedule of field supervision in 10 provinces is from 27/10/2019 to

5/11/2019. Because the number of provinces is many (expected to be 12 provinces,

due to the weather, only 10 provinces), the ISC consultant was divided into 2 groups to

conduct parallel monitoring (See details in the appendix).
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PART 3: INDEPENDENT MONITORING RESULTS OF THE PROJECT
IMPLEMENTATION

3.1. Theproject implementation

3.1.1. Construction progress

The whole project has 22/52 subprojects under construction (42% of the

subprojects) (35 packages). The total value of construction contracts is 1,898.6 billion

VND. The total number of lakes under construction is 117, of which:

- 05 subprojects (11 lakes) have been completed (Dam Village Project in

Quang Ngai Province, Thach Ban Lake Project in Binh Dinh Province,

Dai Thang Lake Project in Hoa Binh Province, Dong Be Lake Project in

Thanh Hoa Province, Son La Project).

- The remaining 17 subprojects with a total of 106 lakes under

construction (8 lakes under 8 subprojects in phase 1 and 98 lakes under

9 subprojects in the following year)

The disbursement value for construction was VND 685.5 billion, accounting

for 36% of the contract award value.

It is expected that in 2019, 7 additional subprojects (74 lakes) will be

constructed, bringing the total number of lakes to be constructed to 191, the

construction and installation value of the reservoirs expected to start construction in

the remaining months of 2019 is about VND 1,228.5 billion, of which:

 02 sub-projects (Dak Lak, Khanh Hoa) will complete the contract awarding

and start construction in November 2019.

 05 subprojects (Ha Giang, Lao Cai, Thanh Hoa (TDA02), Kon Tum, Ninh

Thuan) will complete contract awarding and start construction in December

2019.

- Expected to the end of 2019, the number of lakes completed construction is 26

lakes (so far 11 lakes have been completed).

- The remaining 23 subprojects (249 lakes) will be completed and the contractor

selection organization will begin construction in 2020 and 2021.
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Table2– Construction progress at the subproject
Unit: Million VND

No. Sub-project
Cost

(million dong)
Contract

date
Commencement

date
Completion

date
Implemented

schedule
Value

disbursement

1
Subproject Dap Lang Quang
Ngai province

17.585 15/5/2017 17/5/2018 28/09/2018 100% 16.854

2
Subproject Thach Ban Lake
Binh Dinh Province

19.818 14/10/2017 01/3/2018 14/10/2019 100% 19.080

3
Subproject Dai Thang Hoa
Binh Province

12.957 29/12/2017 24/2/2018 22/06/2019 100% 11.851

4
Subproject Ngoi La 2Lake
Tuyen Quang Province

34.487 11/01/2018 01/3/2018 13/07/2019 75% 22.287

5
Subproject Dong Be Lake in
Thanh Hoa Province

33.082 26/01/2018 01/3/2018 31/08/2019 100% 30.403

6
Subproject Da Teh lake Lam
Dong Province

69.756 24/05/2018 17/6/2018 14/03/2020 55% 30.840

7
Subproject Phu Vinh lake
Quang Binh Province

65.847 13/07/2018 23/7/2018 12/06/2020 62% 34.691

8
Subproject Ban lake Phu Tho
Province

10.982 12/11/2018 12/11/2018 12/11/2019 95% 5.815

9 Subproject Khe Gang - Khe
SanLake Nghe An Province

44.236 18.091
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No. Sub-project
Cost

(million dong)
Contract

date
Commencement

date
Completion

date
Implemented

schedule
Value

disbursement

(02 Subproject)

Lot 1, Khe Gang 27.464 27/07/2018 01/10/2018 19/12/2019 80% 10.493

Lot 2, Khe San 16.772 27/07/2018 01/10/2018 18/01/2020 90% 7.598

10
Subproject Khe Chè Tỉnh
Quảng Ninh 25.136 31/07/2018 15/8/2018 27/05/2019 95% 16.667

11
Subproject Song Quao Lake,
Binh Thuan Province

170.987 59.685

Lot 1 64.048 20/12/2018 03/01/2019 19/12/2020 5% 15.100

Lot 2 94.622 20/12/2018 03/01/2019 19/12/2020 40% 39.838

Lot 3 12.317 20/12/2018 03/01/2019 19/12/2020 25% 4.747

12 Subproject Son La Province 124.762 15/11/2018 16/11/2018 15/05/2020 100% 81.507

13
Subproject Vinh Phuc
Province

126.813 39.615

Package 1

Lot 1 21.974 14/11/2018 30/11/2018 30/05/2020 30% 6.284

Lot 2 28.401 19/11/2018 15/12/2018 15/06/2020 30% 8.125

Lot 3 31.307 19/11/2018 15/12/2018 15/06/2020 27% 8.956

Package 2
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No. Sub-project
Cost

(million dong)
Contract

date
Commencement

date
Completion

date
Implemented

schedule
Value

disbursement

Lot 1 30.211 19/11/2018 15/12/2018 20/06/2020 42% 8.643

Lot 2 9.486 14/11/2018 30/11/2018 30/05/2020 10% 2.715

Lot 3 5.434 14/11/2018 30/11/2018 29/04/2019 95% 4.892

14
Subproject Quang Ninh
Province (Subproject 02)

162.099 14/05/2019 14/05/2019 17/06/2020 30% 48.628

15
Subproject Quang Ngai
Province (Subproject 02)

118.514 52.619

Bidding Package No. 1 40.654 18.555

+ Lot 1: Go Lang, Hoc Bua 17.535 15/03/2019 15/03/2019 05/09/2020 50% 8.058

+ Lot 2: Lien Tri, Ho Da 23.119 15/03/2019 15/03/2019 05/09/2020 45% 10.496

Bidding Package No. 2 26.526 15/03/2019 15/03/2019 05/09/2020 55% 13.326

Bidding Package No. 3 51.334 20.738

+ Lot 1: Hoc Khe, Ho Hieu 22.554 15/03/2019 15/03/2019 05/09/2020 30% 9.133

+ Lot 2: An Phong, Hoc Co 28.781 15/03/2019 15/03/2019 05/09/2020 30% 11.605

16
Subproject Binh Dinh
province (Subproject 02)

107.381 47.457

Bidding Package No. 1 26.092 25/12/2018 01/03/2019 14/12/2020 45% 17.573
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No. Sub-project
Cost

(million dong)
Contract

date
Commencement

date
Completion

date
Implemented

schedule
Value

disbursement

Bidding Package No. 2 81.288 29.884

Lot 1 42.543 01/03/2019 01/03/2019 18/02/2021 5% 17.555

Lot 2 38.746 01/03/2019 01/03/2019 18/02/2021 5% 12.330

17
Subproject Quang Tri
province

174.296 7.780

Bidding Package No. 1 107.731 5.880

Lot 1 64.323 22/04/2019 22/04/2019 13/10/2020 48% 4.600

Lot 2 43.409 22/04/2019 22/04/2019 13/10/2020 12% 1.280

Bidding Package No. 2 34.052 1.400

Lot 1 10.253 02/08/2019 0

Lot 2 4.541 30/07/2019 0

Lot 3 7.201 30/07/2019 0

Lot 4 4.781 31/07/2019 0

Lot 5 7.276 30/07/2019 30/07/2019 20/01/2021 Advances 1.400

Bidding Package No. 3 32.512 500

Lot 1 7.514 31/07/2019 31/07/2019 21/01/2021 Advances 500

Lot 2 5.864 30/07/2019 0
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No. Sub-project
Cost

(million dong)
Contract

date
Commencement

date
Completion

date
Implemented

schedule
Value

disbursement

Lot 3 6.524 02/08/2019 0

Lot 4 6.396 31/07/2019 0

Lot 5 6.214 30/07/2019 0

18
Subproject Dak Nong
Province

187.758 64.838

Bidding Package No. 1 95.880 32.773

Lot 1 60.026 22/04/2019 22/04/2019 13/10/2020 40% 19.250

Lot 2 35.854 22/04/2019 22/04/2019 13/10/2020 50% 13.523

Bidding Package No. 2 91.877 32.065

Lot 1 20.118 22/04/2019 22/04/2019 13/10/2020 40% 9.754

Lot 2 71.759 22/04/2019 22/04/2019 13/10/2020 30% 22.311

19
Subproject Nghe An province
(Subproject 03)

195.727 36.048

Bidding Package No. 1 54.618 5.553

Lot 1 36.106 25/06/2019 01/07/2019 22/12/2020 10% 5.553

Lot 2 18.511 25/06/2019 01/07/2019 22/12/2020 10% 0

Bidding Package No. 2 46.955 5.100

Lot 1 23.568 28/06/2019 01/07/2019 22/12/2020 10% 5.100
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No. Sub-project
Cost

(million dong)
Contract

date
Commencement

date
Completion

date
Implemented

schedule
Value

disbursement

Lot 2 23.387 28/06/2019 01/07/2019 22/12/2020 10% 0

Bidding Package No. 3 35.713 10.207

Lot 1 26.027 28/06/2019 01/07/2019 22/12/2020 10% 7.808

Lot 2 9.686 28/06/2019 01/07/2019 22/12/2020 10% 2.399

Bidding Package No. 4 55.003 14.843

Lot 1 24.770 25/06/2019 01/07/2019 22/12/2020 60% 7.431

Lot 2 30.233 25/06/2019 01/07/2019 22/12/2020 10% 7.412

Bidding Package No. 5 3.439 27/05/2019 01/07/2019 28/12/2019 100% 344

20
Subproject Quang Binh
Province (Subproject 02)

46.446 15.121

Bidding Package No. 2 44.619 21/08/2019 05/10/2019 29/09/2020 Advances 13.386

Bidding Package No. 4 1.827 100% 1.736

21
Subproject Thua Thien Hue
province

87.477 25.635

Bidding Package No. 1 40.421 11.850

Lot 1 19.335 23/09/2019 01/10/2019 24/03/2021 Advances 5.577

Lot 2 21.086 23/09/2019 01/10/2019 24/03/2021 Advances 6.274

Bidding Package No. 2 47.056 13.785
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No. Sub-project
Cost

(million dong)
Contract

date
Commencement

date
Completion

date
Implemented

schedule
Value

disbursement

Lot 1 19.147 23/09/2019 01/10/2019 24/03/2021 Advances 5.531

Lot 2 13.836 23/09/2019 01/10/2019 24/03/2021 Advances 4.151

Lot 3 14.073 23/09/2019 01/10/2019 24/03/2021 Advances 4.103

22
Subproject Quang Nam
Province

62.430 0

Bidding Package No. 1 62.430 0

Lot 1 17.400 0

Lot 2 18.206 0

Lot 3 26.824 0

Total: 1.898.576 685.511

(Source: Report on the implementation status of the WB8 - November 2019 CPO)

 50/52 social screening reports have been approved by the World Bank.
 02 remaining reports are being prepared by PPMUs: Hai Duong and Thanh Hoa (Subproject 03), which are expected to be submitted to

the World Bank in the fourth quarter of 2019.

 The number of bidding packages for the preparation of Safety policy reports using WB capital is 31 packages with an estimated contract
value of  60.6 billion VND equivalent to USD 2.6 million. Till now, 28 contracts have been awarded a total value of 53.4 billion VND
(equivalent to 2.3 million USD).
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3.1.2. Social Safeguards policy reports (RAP, EMDP, SA)

In addition to the 40/52 subprojects that have been approved by the WB forSSP
report, it is expected that in 2019, the WB will agree with the 3/52 subprojects,
including:

 01 subprojects will be completed to seek the consent of the WB in
November 2019.

 02 subprojects will be completed to seek the consent of the WB in
December 2019.

-The remaining 09 subprojects will seek WB's consent in 2020

Table3 – Progress of Social safeguards policy reports preparation

No Content Province/Subproject

1 40 subprojects were approved by
WB

Including 12 subprojects, phase 1 and the next 28
subprojects (Ha Tinh (subproject 1), Quang Ngai
(subproject 2), Hue, Bac Giang, Lao Cai, Son La,
Thai Nguyen, Vinh Phuc, Khanh Hoa, Binh Dinh
(subproject 2), Nghe An (subproject 03), Yen Bai,
Ninh Thuan, Kon Tum, Quang Nam, Quang Tri, Phu
Tho (subproject 2), Quang Ninh (subproject 2), Dak
Nong, Phu Yen, Ha Giang, Thanh Hoa (subproject
2), Lang Son, Lam Dong (subproject 2), Bac Kan,
Tuyen Quang (subproject 2), Binh Thuan (subproject
2), Dak Lak (subproject 1).

2 01 Subproject In consultation
with WB

Quang Binh (subproject 02)

3 02 Subproject Revising the
report according to CPMU's
comment

Hoa Binh, Gia Lai

4 06 subprojects are preparingSSP
report

Hoa Binh (subproject 03), Ninh Binh, Quang Ngai
(subproject 03), Nghe An (subproject 04), Hai
Duong, Thanh Hoa (subproject 03)

5 03 subprojects are in the process
of recruiting consultants

Ha Tinh (subproject 2), Dak Lak (subproject 2) and
subproject Dau Tieng reservoir in Tay Ninh province

(Source: Report on the implementation of the WB8 project - November 2019 CPO)

3.1.3. The situation of submitting report forms

In order to monitor the implementation of social security policies, on the
resettlement consultant team, ethnic minorities, gender, and social development have
established forms/reports to collect information from Provinces/subprojects include 4
main forms (i) Internal monitoring report on social safeguard activities (ii) Form of
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grievance redress mechanism, (iii) Actual form current EM activities, (iv) information
collection form for contractors. As of October 2019, the situation of submitting
forms/reports in the provinces/subprojects is almost incomplete, which also makes it
difficult for ISC consultants to synthesize information on social safety policies.

There are 19 provinces that ISC consultants currently do not have the
reports/forms submitted to CPO including: Bac Kan, Binh Thuan, Gia Lai, Ha Giang,
Hoa Binh, Kon Tum, Lam Dong, Nghe An, Phu Yen, Quang Ninh, Quang Nam,
Quang Ngai, Quang Tri, Tay Ninh, Thai Nguyen, Vinh Phu, and Yen Bai.

The situation of submitting forms/reports in the provinces as of November 2019
is as follows:

Table4–The situation of submitting forms/reports in the provinces as of
November 2019.

No. Province

Form/report

NoteInternal
Monitoring

Report1

Grievance
Redress

Mechanism
form

(GRM)2

Forms for
collecting

information on
EM at subprojects
with EM people3

Information
gathering
form for

contractors

1 Bac Giang Submitted

2 Bac Kan N/A

3

Binh Dinh
Subproject
year 1

Submitted

Binh Dinh
Subproject
year 2

Submitted

4 Binh Thuan N/A

5 Dac Nong Submitted

6 Dac Lak Submitted

7 Gia Lai N/A

8 Ha Giang N/A

9 Ha Tĩnh Submitted

10 Hai Duong Submitted Unfulfilled

11 Hoa Binh 1 N/A

1Internal Monitoring Report: to monitor the overall situation of all provincial subprojects and household
safeguard policiesi
2GRM form: to help PPMUs monitor the GRM situation and assign responsibilities to GRM monitoring officers
for each task (TDC, MT, EM, GAP, construction ...)
3Ethnic minority form: Only provinces with ethnic minorities must implement this form
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No. Province

Form/report

NoteInternal
Monitoring

Report1

Grievance
Redress

Mechanism
form

(GRM)2

Forms for
collecting

information on
EM at subprojects
with EM people3

Information
gathering
form for

contractors

Hoa Binh 2 N/A

12 Khanh Hoa Submitted

Do not make
RP report

because there
are no AHs.

13 Kon Tum N/A

14

Lam Dong
year 1

N/A

Lam Dong
year 2

15 Lang Son Submitted Submitted

16 Lao Cai Submitted Submitted

17

NgheAn
year 1

N/A

Nghe An
year 2

N/A

18 Ninh Binh N/A

19 Ninh Thuan Submitted

The project
does not need

to be
implemented

for
compensation,
land clearance

and
resettlement

20 Phu Tho Submitted Submitted

21 Phu Yen N/A

22 Quang Binh Submitted Submitted

23 Quang Ninh N/A

24 Quang Nam N/A

25 Quang Ngai N/A

26 Quang Tri N/A
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No. Province

Form/report

NoteInternal
Monitoring

Report1

Grievance
Redress

Mechanism
form

(GRM)2

Forms for
collecting

information on
EM at subprojects
with EM people3

Information
gathering
form for

contractors

27 Son La Submitted Assigned
GRM staff

Submitted 8 nhà thầu
Submitted
biểu mẫu

Good ethnic
minority

form

28 Tay Ninh N/A

29 Thai Nguyen N/A

30 Thanh Hoa Submitted

Submittedb
ut not to
mention

GRM staff

Submitted
Good ethnic

minority
form

31
Thua Thien
Hue

Ongoing
tallying. Not

implementing
GAP ??

32

Tuyen Quang
year 1

Submitted Submitted

Tuyen Quang
year 2

33 Vinh Phuc N/A

34 Yen Bai N/A

Total: 15 2 4 4

19 provinces
have not yet

submitted the
forms

(Source: Summary of reports/forms submitted by provinces to CPO in November 2019)

3.2. Resettlement Plan

3.2.1. Tally of affected assets

In general, the inventory of damaged properties in provinces is done strictly and
in accordance with the process, affected households highly appreciate the counting of
work groups in the province and before. When conducting tallying activities, they will
be notified of specific tallying plans:

 The tally record shall be made in 02 copies with all signatures of the parties
participating in the tally and publicized, 01 copy will be handed to the affected
household head. After the tally, the head of the household has 7 to 10 days to
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check, confirm or have ideas about adjustments and additions to the damage of the
family, the communal authority gathers opinions to reflect the tallying group and
organization, verify, correct and agree in the tally record.

 The tallying work of the PPMUs and the District Resettlement Committees of the
districts has been strictly implemented and complied with the regulations.
Accordingly, the results are aggregated by household/affected area and the table is
made: (i) each type of land: land, VKT, crops, house relocation; (ii) impact on each
type of land: agricultural land, residential land, garden, public land; Currently, the
first 8 sub-projects have conducted the counting of land and assets on land.

 The tally results are posted publicly at the headquarters of the CPC or/and the
Community Cultural House within 15-20 days, and at the same time, 01 sets of
minutes for each household to check the results. If the results are not appropriate,
the households will have ideas with the village head or commune officials who are
members of the inventory team. The comments were summarized for review and
there was one working session with the households or/and at the meeting with
those households who had the comments.

 The time of counting in provinces will also be updated by the consultant in the next
monitoring report. At the time of the 2nd monitoring, ISC consultants collected the
following checkpoints in the provinces:

Table5–The tally schedule starts and finish.

No. Province
Tallying

Note
Start Finish

1 Bac Giang Unfulfilled

2 Bac Kan N/A

3

Binh Dinh
Subproject TDA 1

5/5/2017 6/5/2017

Binh Dinh
Subproject TDA 2

8/4/19 19/5/2019 132/5 lakes are under construction:
Cu Le 9, Lu Mon 40 households, Pit
With 11 households; Hoc Tranh
45according to the household
monitoring report instead of 44
because according to PA is 44; Giao
Hoi 27 households

4 Binh Thuan
9 households but the type of
household has not been determined
yet

5 Dac Nong N/A

6 Dac Lak N/A
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No. Province
Tallying

Note
Start Finish

7 Gia Lai N/A

8 Ha Giang Unfulfilled

9 Ha Tinh Unfulfilled

10 Hai Duong Unfulfilled

11
Hoa Binh TDA 1 N/A

Hoa Binh TDA 2 N/A

12 Khanh Hoa
Do not make RP report because there
are no AHs.

13 Kon Tum 16/10/2018 13/11/2018

14
Lam Dong TDA 1 N/A

Lam Dong TDA 2 Not implemented construction yet

15 Lang Son

Unfulfilled

16 Lao Cai N/A

17
NgheAn TDA 1 N/A

Nghe An TDA 2 N/A

18 Ninh Binh N/A

19 Ninh Thuan

The project does not need to be
implemented for compensation, land
clearance and resettlement

20 Phu Tho 27/3/2017 14/4/2017

21 Phu Yen N/A

22 Quang Binh 1/8/18 6/8/18

23 Quang Ninh N/A

24 Quang Nam N/A

25 Quang Ngai N/A

26 Quang Tri N/A

27 Son La 23/01/2019

23/04/2019
(reality01/1

0/2018)

28 Tay Ninh N/A
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No. Province
Tallying

Note
Start Finish

29 Thai Nguyen N/A

30 Thanh Hoa 9/8/17 6/10/17

31 Thua Thien Hue Jun-19 Ongoing tallying.

32

Tuyen Quang TDA
1

23/5/2017 30/7/2017

Tuyen Quang TDA
2

07/6/2018 30/8/2018

33 Vinh Phuc N/A

34 Yen Bai N/A

(Source: Summary of reports/forms submitted by provinces to CPO in November 2019)

3.2.2. Scope of the impact of the sub-projects

 Area of permanent and temporary land acquisition

According to data collected by the PIC consultant, the total area expected to be
recovered is 2,806,036.63 m2, of which for the first 11 subprojects, the area of land
acquired is about 372,677.20m2 and for with the remaining subprojects updated the
data according to RAP of 2,433,359.43 m2.

Table 6–Summary of land acquisition area in provinces
Unit: m2

No. Province
Area of
affected

Area recovered
under the

compensation
plan

Area
acquired

under RAP
Note

1 Bac Giang 17100 17100

2 Bac Kan 46387 46387

3
Binh Dinh TDA 1 60894.3 60894.3

Binh Dinh TDA 2 680080 680080

4

Binh Thuan TDA 1 164332 164332

Binh Thuan TDA 2
No land

acquisition

5 Đak Nong 244047 244047

6 Đak Lak 5870 5870

7 Gia Lai
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No. Province
Area of
affected

Area recovered
under the

compensation
plan

Area
acquired

under RAP
Note

8 Ha Giang 83967 83967

9 Ha Tinh 71917 71917

10 Hai Duong
No information
available (N/A)

11
Hoa Binh TDA 1 24488.6 24488.6

Hoa Binh TDA 2 N/A

12 Khanh Hoa 25000 25000

13 Kon Tum 31101 31101

14
Lam Dong TDA 1

No land
acquisition

Lam Dong TDA 2 62255 62255

15 Lang Son 22101 22101

16 Lao Cai 12358 12358

17
Nghe An TDA 1

Minimize no
BT, support,
resettlement

Nghe An TDA 2 79672 79672

18 Ninh Binh N/A

19 Ninh Thuan
No land

acquisition

20
Phu Tho TDA 1 22885.8 22885.8

Phu Tho TDA 2 18000 18000

21 Phu Yen 49274.73 49274.73

22
Quang Binh TDA 1 102380.1 102380.1

Quang Binh TDA 2 228000 228000

23
Quang Ninh TDA 1 16706.3 16706.3

Quang Ninh TDA 2 19928 19928

24 Quang Nam 29544 29544

25
Quang Ngai TDA 1 63816.7 63816.7

Quang Ngai TDA 2 64228.7 64228.7

26 Quang Tri 193569 193569
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No. Province
Area of
affected

Area recovered
under the

compensation
plan

Area
acquired

under RAP
Note

27 Son La 14329 14329

28 Tay Ninh N/A

29 Thai Nguyen 42296 42296

30
Thanh Hoa TDA 1 25929 25929

Thanh Hoa TDA 2 17100 17100

31 Thua Thien Hue 43600 43600

32
Tuyen Quang TDA 1 14202.4 14202.4

Tuyen Quang TDA 2 88460 88460

33 Vinh Phuc 14687 14687

34 Yen Bai 105530 105530

Tổng 2,806,036.63 372,677.20 2,433,359.43

(Source: Data collected from PIC consultants in November 2019)

As of November 2019, according to consultation data collected from internal

monitoring reports of 13 provinces to the CPO committee, 13 provinces / 15

subprojects will permanently acquire land with the total amount of m2 collected.

and 344,624.25 m2 and 14 subprojects with temporary land acquisition are

192,104m2.

2 TDA không thực hiện báo cáo RP là Khánh Hoà và Ninh Thuận do không có hộ
BAH.

A number of subprojects have not been implemented yet, nor have tallyed, so there

is no specific data on the area of land to be acquired. In addition, some subprojects

have not yet submitted internal monitoring reports so there is no information

available for consolidating affected households in these subprojects (N/A).

Updating of acquired land at the subprojects will be updated by ISC consultants in

the next monitoring report. Specifically, the permanently affected area and

temporary acquisition are as follows:
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Table7– The total area of permanent and temporary land acquisition as of November 30, 2019

Province Permanently acquired land (m2) Temporary land acquisition(m2) Note

Agricultural
land

Land used
for living

Aquatic
land

Forest
land

Other Total
Agricultural

land
Land used
for living

Aquatic
land

Forest
land

Other Total

1 Bac Giang Unfulfilled

2 Bac Kan N/A

3

Binh Dinh
Subproject
TDA  1

47044 0 0 0 2759 49803 11091 11091

Binh Dinh
Subproject
TDA  2

16844.3 582.4 17880.7 35307.4 4472.73 9341 22759.2

4 Binh Thuan N/A

5 Dac Nong 27302.18 4963.7 32265.88 32265.88

6 Dac Lak 5090 500 280 0 0 5870 0 0 0 0 0 0

7 Gia Lai 89270 15840

8 Ha Giang Unfulfilled

9 Ha Tĩnh Unfulfilled

10 Hai Duong Unfulfilled

11
Hoa Binh 1 N/A

Hoa Binh 2 N/A
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Province Permanently acquired land (m2) Temporary land acquisition(m2) Note

Agricultural
land

Land used
for living

Aquatic
land

Forest
land

Other Total
Agricultural

land
Land used
for living

Aquatic
land

Forest
land

Other Total

12 Khanh Hoa 0.5 0.5 20 20

Do not
make RP

report
because
there are
no AHs.

13 Kon Tum 30949.5 0 127 0 325 31401.5 0 0 0 0 0 0

14

Lam Dong
TDA 1 0 0 0 0 9.500 9500.000 0 0 0 0 500 500

Lam Dong
TDA 2

4755 57.5

Not
implemented
construction

yet

15 Lang Son Unfulfilled

16 Lao Cai 6510.4 0 1092.1 2223.6 3249.7 13075.8 0 0 0 0 0 0

17

NgheAn
TDA 1

N/A

Nghe An
TDA 2

N/A

18 Ninh Binh N/A

19 Ninh Thuan The project
does not need
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Province Permanently acquired land (m2) Temporary land acquisition(m2) Note

Agricultural
land

Land used
for living

Aquatic
land

Forest
land

Other Total
Agricultural

land
Land used
for living

Aquatic
land

Forest
land

Other Total

to be
implemented

for
compensation

,
landclearance

and
resettlement

20 Phu Tho 1000.8 480.5 1526.6 1016.6 9857.3 22.885,8 - - - - - -

21 Phu Yen N/A

22
Quang
Binh 0 0 0 0 0 4226.7 0 0 98151.4 2 102380.1

23
Quang
Ninh N/A

24
Quang
Nam N/A

25
Quang
Ngai

N/A

26 Quang Tri N/A

27 Son La 1303 13380.6 14683.6

28 Tay Ninh N/A
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Province Permanently acquired land (m2) Temporary land acquisition(m2) Note

Agricultural
land

Land used
for living

Aquatic
land

Forest
land

Other Total
Agricultural

land
Land used
for living

Aquatic
land

Forest
land

Other Total

29
Thai
Nguyen N/A

30 Thanh Hoa 5535 1112 919 4646 15.16 27.171

Land
rented

7.190
7190

31
Thua Thien
Hue

Ongoing
tallying. Not
implementing

GAP ??

32

Tuyen
Quang
TDA 1

12387.9 - 419.2 1337.7 44519.7 58664.5 - - - - - -

Tuyen
Quang
TDA 2

33 Vinh Phuc N/A

34 Yen Bai N/A

Total 153,967.58 2,092.50 9,910.00 9,223.90 91,996.66 344,624.35 19,790 0 0 107,492 522 192,104

(Source: Summary of reports/forms submitted by provinces to CPO in November 2019)
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Property on the affected land

At the time of the second supervision, the statistics related to assets on the affected land mentioned in 13 subprojects:

 Area of affected houses: 176m2 in 4 provinces of Dak Nong, Dak Lak, Lam Dong, and Tuyen Quang

 AHs : 0

 Affected Workshop: 28.44m2 in 1 Dak Nong province

 Affected crops: 94,899 m2 in 9 provinces of Binh Dinh, Dak Lak, Kom Tum, Lao Cai, Phu Tho, Son La, Thanh Hoa, and Tuyen
Quang

 Affected trees: 99,558 trees in 11 provinces of Binh Dinh, Dak Nong, Dak Lak, Kom Tum, Lam Dong, Lao Cai, Phu Tho, Quang
Binh, Son La, Thanh Hoa and Tuyen Quang (need to review data)

 Affected graves: 10 in Quang Binh province (5 pieces) and Binh Dinh (2nd-year subproject)

Data will be updated by the consultant in the next monitoring report. Specifically, affected houses, trees, crops, architectural
structures at subprojects are as follows:

Table 8–Summary of affected assets taking into account the permanent and temporary land acquisition area in subprojects as of
October 30, 2019

No. Province

House and assets affected

NoteArea of
affected houses

(m2)

Affected
store
(m2)

Factory
affected

(m2)

Affected
crops
(m2)

Affected
trees
(cây)

Architectural
objects

Graves
have to
move

Other

1 Bac Giang Unfulfilled

2 Bac Kan N/A

3
Binh Dinh
Subproject
TDA 1

24345.1 6233 3
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No. Province

House and assets affected

NoteArea of
affected houses

(m2)

Affected
store
(m2)

Factory
affected

(m2)

Affected
crops
(m2)

Affected
trees
(cây)

Architectural
objects

Graves
have to
move

Other

Binh Dinh
Subproject
TDA 2

6648 19944 4 5 6648

4 Binh Thuan N/A

5 Dac Nong 28 0 28.44 3564 0 0

6 Dac Lak 40 0 0 33000 330 5 0 2

7 Gia Lai

8 Ha Giang Unfulfilled

9 Ha Tĩnh Unfulfilled

10 Hai Duong Unfulfilled

11
Hoa Binh 1 N/A

Hoa Binh 2 N/A

12 Khanh Hoa
Do not make RP
report because
there are no AHs.

13 Kon Tum 0 0 0 256.7 7773 0 0

30m2 concrete yard;
Passion planting
475m2 passion fruit

Zinc fence 146m;
brick fences 28.1m,
concrete pillars, wood
61, plastic pipes 145m,
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No. Province

House and assets affected

NoteArea of
affected houses

(m2)

Affected
store
(m2)

Factory
affected

(m2)

Affected
crops
(m2)

Affected
trees
(cây)

Architectural
objects

Graves
have to
move

Other

cow cages 33m2

8 pillars of concrete;
325m2 fish pond

14

Lam Dong
TDA 1

50 0 0 0 152 0 0 0

Lam Dong
TDA 2

Not implemented
construction yet

15 Lang Son Unfulfilled

16 Lao Cai 0 0 0 9979.9 2652 25 0 710.7

17

NgheAn
TDA 1 N/A

Nghe An
TDA 2 N/A

18 Ninh Binh N/A

19 Ninh Thuan

The project does
not need to be

implemented for
compensation,
land clearance

and resettlement

20 Phu Tho 0 0 0 6224 3 203.6 0 0

21 Phu Yen N/A
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No. Province

House and assets affected

NoteArea of
affected houses

(m2)

Affected
store
(m2)

Factory
affected

(m2)

Affected
crops
(m2)

Affected
trees
(cây)

Architectural
objects

Graves
have to
move

Other

22 Quang Binh 30346 73.6 5

23 Quang Ninh N/A

24 Quang Nam N/A

25 Quang Ngai N/A

26 Quang Tri N/A

27 Son La 1680 13746 2073

28 Tay Ninh N/A

29 Thai Nguyen N/A

30 Thanh Hoa 0 0 0 6334 14808 0 0 0

31 TT. Hue Ongoing tallying

32

Tuyen Quang
TDA 1

57.62 0 0 6430.8 7.2 213918 0 1422.56

Tuyen Quang
TDA 2

33 Vinh Phuc N/A

34 Yen Bai N/A

Total: 176 - 28 88,251 79,614 216,301 5 2,135

(Source: Summary of reports/forms submitted by provinces to CPO in November 2019)
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Number of affected households

According to data from the PIC consultant, the total number of affected households is expected to be 2465, of which the actual
number of affected households under the compensation plan in the first 11 subprojects is 647 households and 1818 AHs according to the
RAP report.

Table 9–Total number of affected households in the provinces

No. Province
Total number of

affected
households

Number of affected
households

according to RAP

Number of affected
households under

compensation plan (actual)

The affected
people

Resettlement
households Graves

1 Bac Giang 105 105

2 Bac Kan 46 46

3 Binh Dinh TDA 1 34 34

Binh Dinh TDA 2 306 306 1220

4 Binh Thuan TDA 1 18 18

Binh Thuan TDA 2

5 Đak Nong 64 64

6 Đak Lak 16 16

7 Gia Lai 0

8 Ha Giang 5 5

9 Ha Tinh 97 97

10 Hai Duong

11
Hoa Binh TDA 1 14 14

Hoa Binh TDA 2
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No. Province
Total number of

affected
households

Number of affected
households

according to RAP

Number of affected
households under

compensation plan (actual)

The affected
people

Resettlement
households Graves

12 Khánh Hoà 1 1

13 Kon Tum 71 71

14
Lam Đong TDA 1

Lam Đong TDA 2 23 23

15 Lang Son 149 149

16 Lao Cai 43 43

17
Nghe An TDA 1

Nghe An TDA 2 5 5

18 Ninh Binh

19 Ninh Thuan

20
Phu Tho TDA 1 37 37

Phu Tho TDA 2 100 100

21 Phu Yen 16 16

22 Quang Binh TDA 1 13 13 5

Quang Binh TDA 2 66 66

23
Quang Ninh TDA 1 8 8

Quang Ninh TDA 2 24 24

24 Quang Nam 104 104

25 Quang Ngai TDA 1 303 303
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No. Province
Total number of

affected
households

Number of affected
households

according to RAP

Number of affected
households under

compensation plan (actual)

The affected
people

Resettlement
households Graves

Quang Ngai TDA 2 210 210 907

26 Quang Tri 129 129

27 Son La 71 71

28 Tay Ninh

29 Thai Nguyen 59 59

30 Thanh Hoa TDA 1 32 32

Thanh Hoa TDA 2 42 42

31 Thua Thien Hue 63 63 280

32
Tuyen Quang TDA 1 37 37 1

Tuyen Quang TDA 2 55 55

33 Vinh Phuc 55 55

34 Yen Bai 44 44

Total: 2465 1818 647 2407 1 5

(Source: Data collected from PIC consultants in November 2019)

However, according to the ISC data collected from the internal monitoring reports of PPMUs sent to the existing CPO, there are 571
affected households/13 provinces having information related to the number of affected households. These are provinces of Binh Dinh, Binh
Thuan, Dak Nong, Dak Lak, Gia Lai, Kon Tum, Lam Dong, Lao Cai Phu Tho, Quang Binh, Son La, Thanh Hoa and Tuyen Quang.

Among 571 affected households:

 332 households (58.1%) belong to the slightly affected households.
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 132 temporary affected households (23.1%),

 275 households belong to vulnerable groups (48.2%). In which, 180 ethnic minority households account for 31.5%, 70 poor
households account for 12.3%. 18 women-headed households, 7 policy households.

 13 affected households over 20% of productive land (accounting for 2.3%) and 6 households of the vulnerable group lose> 10%
of productive land,

 Only 1 resettlement household in Dak Lak province and 2 affected households are business households in Son La and Kon Tum
provinces

Specifically, the number of affected households at the subprojects is shown in the table below:

Table 10–Summary of affected households as of the time of the second monitoring (November 2019)

No. Province

Number of affected households permanently

Number
of

tempora
rily

affected
househol

ds

Total
number of

affected
households

(both
permanent

and
temporary)

Note

Number of severely affected households

Number
of

slightly
affected
househol

ds

Number
of

business
househol

ds

Number of vulnerable households

Total

The
number of
households
losing 20%
or more of

their
productive

land

The
number of
vulnerable
households

losing>
10% of

their
productive

land

Number
of

resettled
househol

ds

Number
of poor
househo

lds

Numbe
r of
EM

househ
olds

Number
of

female-
headed

househol
ds

Number
of social
policy

househol
ds

1 Bac Giang Unfulfilled

2 Bac Kan N/A

Binh Dinh
TDA 1

0 0 0 0 34 1 0 0 0 34
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No. Province

Number of affected households permanently

Number
of

tempora
rily

affected
househol

ds

Total
number of

affected
households

(both
permanent

and
temporary)

Note

Number of severely affected households

Number
of

slightly
affected
househol

ds

Number
of

business
househol

ds

Number of vulnerable households

Total

The
number of
households
losing 20%
or more of

their
productive

land

The
number of
vulnerable
households

losing>
10% of

their
productive

land

Number
of

resettled
househol

ds

Number
of poor
househo

lds

Numbe
r of
EM

househ
olds

Number
of

female-
headed

househol
ds

Number
of social
policy

househol
ds

3

Binh Dinh
TDA 2

132 132

132/5 lakes
are under

construction:
Cu Le 9,

Lu Mon 40
households,

Ho Cung 11

Hoc Tranh 45
according to
household
monitoring

reports or 44
because

according to PA
is 44, Giao Hoi
27 households

4 Binh Thuan 9

9 households
but the type of
household has

not been
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No. Province

Number of affected households permanently

Number
of

tempora
rily

affected
househol

ds

Total
number of

affected
households

(both
permanent

and
temporary)

Note

Number of severely affected households

Number
of

slightly
affected
househol

ds

Number
of

business
househol

ds

Number of vulnerable households

Total

The
number of
households
losing 20%
or more of

their
productive

land

The
number of
vulnerable
households

losing>
10% of

their
productive

land

Number
of

resettled
househol

ds

Number
of poor
househo

lds

Numbe
r of
EM

househ
olds

Number
of

female-
headed

househol
ds

Number
of social
policy

househol
ds

determined yet

5 Dac Nong 9 9 0 0 14 1 1 0 0 0 23

6 Dac Lak 1 0 0 1 15 0 0 0 2 0 16

7 Gia Lai 49 49

8 Ha Giang Unfulfilled

9 Ha Tĩnh Unfulfilled

10 Hai Duong Unfulfilled

11
Hoa Binh 1

Hoa Binh 2

12 Khanh Hoa

Do not make
RP report

because there
are no AHs.

13 Kon Tum 0 0 0 0 60 1 1 17 9 0 0 60
68 households

and 3
organizations?

14
Lam Dong
year 1

0 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 12
11 households

and 2
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No. Province

Number of affected households permanently

Number
of

tempora
rily

affected
househol

ds

Total
number of

affected
households

(both
permanent

and
temporary)

Note

Number of severely affected households

Number
of

slightly
affected
househol

ds

Number
of

business
househol

ds

Number of vulnerable households

Total

The
number of
households
losing 20%
or more of

their
productive

land

The
number of
vulnerable
households

losing>
10% of

their
productive

land

Number
of

resettled
househol

ds

Number
of poor
househo

lds

Numbe
r of
EM

househ
olds

Number
of

female-
headed

househol
ds

Number
of social
policy

househol
ds

organizations?

Lam Dong
year 2

16

Not
implemented
construction

yet

15 Lang Son Unfulfilled

16 Lao Cai 0 0 0 0 43 36 1 0 0 43

17

NgheAn
TDA 1

Nghe An
TDA 2

18 Ninh Binh

19 Ninh Thuan

The project
does not need
to be
implemented
for
compensation,
land clearance
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No. Province

Number of affected households permanently

Number
of

tempora
rily

affected
househol

ds

Total
number of

affected
households

(both
permanent

and
temporary)

Note

Number of severely affected households

Number
of

slightly
affected
househol

ds

Number
of

business
househol

ds

Number of vulnerable households

Total

The
number of
households
losing 20%
or more of

their
productive

land

The
number of
vulnerable
households

losing>
10% of

their
productive

land

Number
of

resettled
househol

ds

Number
of poor
househo

lds

Numbe
r of
EM

househ
olds

Number
of

female-
headed

househol
ds

Number
of social
policy

househol
ds

and
resettlement

20 Phu Tho 0 0 0 0 23 0 0 0 3 0 0 23

21 Phu Yen N/A

22 Quang Binh 13

23 Quang Ninh N/A

24 Quang Nam N/A

25 Quang Ngai N/A

26 Quang Tri N/A

27 Son La 0 0 0 0 76 1 66 76 0 2 0 76

28 Tay Ninh N/A

29 Thai Nguyen N/A

30 Thanh Hoa 0 0 0 0 30 0 1 1 4 3 30
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No. Province

Number of affected households permanently

Number
of

tempora
rily

affected
househol

ds

Total
number of

affected
households

(both
permanent

and
temporary)

Note

Number of severely affected households

Number
of

slightly
affected
househol

ds

Number
of

business
househol

ds

Number of vulnerable households

Total

The
number of
households
losing 20%
or more of

their
productive

land

The
number of
vulnerable
households

losing>
10% of

their
productive

land

Number
of

resettled
househol

ds

Number
of poor
househo

lds

Numbe
r of
EM

househ
olds

Number
of

female-
headed

househol
ds

Number
of social
policy

househol
ds

31
Thua Thien
Hue

Ongoing
tallying

32

Tuyen Quang
TDA 1 10

4 6 0 25 0 0 0 1 0 0 35

Tuyen Quang
TDA 2

33 Vinh Phuc N/A

34 Yen Bai N/A

Total: 20 13 6 1 332 2 70 180 18 7 132 571

Percentage (%): 3.5 2.3 1.1 0.2 58.1 0.4 12.3 31.5 3.2 1.2 23.1

(Source: Summary of reports/forms submitted by provinces to CPO in November 2019)
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3.2.3. Compensation, support plans and policies

The payment of compensation and support at the ISC subprojects for 2nd phase
supervision is following the regulations of Vietnam, the payment of compensation and
support to the people is coordinated by the District People's Committees and the
Commune People's Committees. At the moment, the People's Committee headquarters
of communes have households affected by the project.

All PPMUs comply with the compensation and support payment steps specified
in the project's RAP and RPF, specifically:

 Pay in cash under the decision approving the compensation and support plan of
the People's Committees of related districts.

 Affected households are informed according to the payment organization
schedule.

 PPMU will directly pay for the households under the supervision and witness of
the District Compensation and Resettlement Committees, representatives of
commune leaders, functional departments of the commune and representatives
of affected households.

 Record of compensation, support with full signature of the Investor (PPMU),
District Compensation Resettlement Committee, Chairman of the People's
Committee of the commune, inspectors, supervisors, and signature of the
household. The affected households have received compensation and support
plans, the households have signed the compensation payment to the list, some
subprojects have issued receipts to the affected households, some subprojects
have not yet issued receipts for them. but only a signed and signed the list in the
file.

The support payments are made including support for a career change,
livelihood stabilization and support for vulnerable households. Through a review of
compensation and support decisions at 10 subprojects that have been on-site, ISC
consultants found that all allowances are calculated on the affected m2, cashed out and
paid immediately at the site. time of compensation payment. Support levels at the
subprojects range from 3-5 times of the compensation value of land applied to each
type of affected land. All households with affected land and structures will receive
support, including households identified as mildly affected. These support amounts are
calculated according to the project policy framework of the Project/subproject and the
regulations of the subproject provinces. The PPMU has collaborated with the members
of the Assistant Team for the Clearance Council to review, verify the subjects and
apply the career change support level of 3-5 times the value of the affected land for all
households. directly involved in agricultural production to ensure that people can
restore their livelihoods after land acquisition.
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 Tuyen Quang: Implementing the provisions of Decision No. 06/2015/QD-UBND
dated April 16, 2015, of the People's Committee of Tuyen Quang province,
promulgating the Regulation on compensation, support and resettlement under its
jurisdiction of the Provincial People's Committee when the State recovers land for
national defense and security purposes; Socio-economic development for the sake
of the nation and the public in Tuyen Quang province. The PPMU has collaborated
with the members of the Assisting Team for the Compensation Council, reviewing,
verifying the subjects and applying the level of support for a career change from 3-
5 times the value of the affected land to all family directly engaged in agricultural
production to ensure people can restore their livelihoods after land acquisition.
Support policies for affected households who are vulnerable: Support for 01
households headed by a single woman, the support level is 2,000,000
VND/household.

 Thanh Hóa: Currently creating favorable conditions for households to participate in
manual works in construction and installation bidding packages to raise their
incomes and have paid supports according to regulations ...

 Phu Tho: Households who have lost agricultural land (09 households) are
supported to stabilize their lives and provide support for job changing.

 Dak Nong: Policies to support affected households are vulnerable households
(ethnic minorities, female-headed households, lonely elderly, policy families, etc.):
monetary support for vulnerable households VND 2,000,000/household

3.2.4. Information disclosure and community consultation

In general, for the subprojects that have implemented the actual implementation
of compensation, support and land acquisition throughout the project, they have
followed the process of public consultation information disclosure following the
requirements of WB. The information dissemination is well coordinated between the
Project Management Board, Land clearance Council and CPCs whose people affected
by the project are relatively fully implemented. In some subprojects with ethnic
minority people, the PPMU and PPMU's SSP staff have arranged parallel
communication in both Mandarin and ethnic languages, which is a very good and
remarkable point. receive and promote. However, there are some points of advice
found in all subprojects that are going to the field: the information disclosure process
has not paid attention to the construction of the project information sheet and
distributed to affected households, Attention has not been paid to the composition of
the meeting to ensure that the number of women accounts for 50%...

According to internal monitoring reports sent from provinces to CPO and
through field surveys in 10 provinces. It shows that 19/34 provinces have published
project information. As follows:
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Table11–Disclosure schedule for provinces already implemented

No. Province Name of subproject Date

1 Binh Dinh Ho Thach Ban subproject Cat Son
commune - Phu Cat district, Binh
Dinh province.

28/4/2017

2 Binh Thuan Quao River Lake Subproject 1/2019

3 Dak Nong The subproject includes 18 lakes 20/03/2017 – 23/6/2018

4 Hoa Binh Dai Thang Lake subproject 20/10/2017

5 Ha Tinh Sub-project 1 - Dam Safety Repair
and Improvement Project in Ha Tinh
Province

27-30/2/2019

6 Kon Tum Repairing and upgrading 14 reservoirs 12/10/2018 to 13/11/2018

7 Lam Dong Da Teh Lake Subproject 29/12/2017

8 Lang Son Repairing and upgrading 10 lakes On September 6, 2019,
posting information of the
subproject's environmental
and social safeguard policies
on the website.
- On 9/9/2019 sent a dispatch
to the districts and communes
with the works on accessing
the posted link to download
and publicize it for people to
know and access.

9 Lao Cai 06 lakes in 06 communes of Bao
Thang, Bao Yen, Bat Xat and Van
Ban districts

25/09/2018 – 23/11/2018

10 Nghe An 2 sub-projects Khe San and Khe Gang 28/5/2016

11 Phu Tho Ban lake subproject 1, 2/3/2017

12 Quang Binh Phu Vinh Lake subproject
1st: 2-3/3/2015

2nd: 24-25/3/2015

13 Quang Ninh Khe Che Lake subproject 1/2019

14 Quang Ngai Dap Lang subproject 5/9/2018

15 Son La Noong Chay subproject From day 1 to 10/10/2018

16 Thanh Hoa Dong Be Lake subproject From 10-15/4/2016

17 Thua Thien Hue Repair and upgrade 3-4/2018

18 Tuyen Quang Ngoi La 2 subproject 15-18/5/2017

19 Vinh Phuc 1 subproject with 11 lakes (2nd-year
subproject)

17/1/2019

(Source: Summary of reports/forms submitted to provinces in CPO in May and
November 2019)
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Disclosure of project information and information related to land acquisition
and resettlement is implemented in the affected area by PPMUs in coordination with
Land clearance Council/Land Fund Development Center and The CPC of the
commune is relatively complete. The forms of information disclosure of the provinces
in the form of (i) community meetings, (ii) public consultations (iii) announcements on
loudspeakers (iv) sticking notice boards about project projects in the villages in the
project area.

The content of the public consultation meeting includes: information
dissemination of the subproject; guide the process of compensation and ground
clearance support; Dissemination of compensation policy clearance. Participants of the
public consultation meeting include: representatives of the Project Management Board,
representatives of People's Committees of communes/wards, heads of villages/hamlets
and households affected by the subproject.

According to the internal monitoring reports sent to the CPO advisory board,
many subprojects/provinces have not provided information on the number of members
consulted, the number of men, women and ethnic minorities involved. There are
currently nine provinces mentioning the number of consulted members such as Binh
Dinh, Dak Nong, Ha Tinh, Phu Tho, Quang Binh, Son La, Thanh Hoa, Thua Thien
Hue, and Tuyen Quang. A total of 1405 members were consulted. However, some
provinces have not recorded the number of men and women, as well as the number of
ethnic minority people participating.

Table12–Total number of members consulted in the provinces

No. Province
Participants Ethnic minority

Note
Total Male Female Total Male Female

1 Bac Giang Unfulfilled

2 Bac Kan N/A

3
Binh Dinh
TDA 1 30 20 10

Not
available

Binh Dinh
TDA 2 N/A

4 Binh Thuan N/A

5 Dac Nong 324 103 221 88 54 34

6 Dac Lak N/A

7 Gia Lai N/A

8 Ha Giang N/A

9 Ha Tĩnh
195 125 70

Not
available Unfulfilled

10 Hai Duong Unfulfilled

11
Hoa Binh
TDA 1 N/A
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No. Province
Participants Ethnic minority

Note
Total Male Female Total Male Female

Hoa Binh
TDA 2 N/A

12 Khanh Hoa N/A

13 Kon Tum N/A

14

Lam Dong
TDA 1 N/A

Lam Dong
TDA 2 N/A

15 Lang Son N/A

16 Lao Cai N/A

17

NgheAn TDA
1 N/A

Nghe An
TDA 2 N/A

18 Ninh Binh N/A

19 Ninh Thuan N/A

20 Phu Tho 23 18 5 0

21 Phu Yen N/A

22 Quang Binh 62 46 16 0

23 Quang Ninh N/A

24 Quang Nam N/A

25 Quang Ngai N/A

26 Quang Tri N/A

27 Son La 116

28 Tay Ninh N/A

29 Thai Nguyen N/A

30 Thanh Hoa 141 85 56 1

31
Thua Thien
Hue 407 264 143 51 28 23

32

Tuyen Quang
TDA 1 107 85 22 10

Tuyen Quang
TDA 2 N/A

33 Vinh Phuc N/A

34 Yen Bai N/A

Total: 1405 746 543 150 82 57 -

(Source: Summary of reports/forms submitted by provinces to CPO in November 2019)
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At present, through the review of records, documents and in-depth interviews
with relevant officials, commune authorities and affected people, ISC consultants
found that the information dissemination was fully and seriously carried out by
PPMUs. Follow the instructions in RPF and RAP. In the localities where ISC
Consultants came to work, the interviewees all said they had the basic knowledge of
project information, compensation policies, support and ways of making complaints.
Village heads were provided with basic project documents such as scope, technical
standards, areas of influence and relevant policies of the project.

Results of consultation meeting and dissemination of resettlement compensation plan
to affected households were implemented in 02 affected communes (Trieu Thanh
commune, Trieu Son district and Xuan Du commune, Nhu Thanh district) on
06/October 2017 with the participation of the following components: PMU,
Compensation and Resettlement Committees of Nhu Thanh and Trieu Son districts,
representatives of People's Committees of Xuan Du and Trieu Thanh, affected
households to provide additional information. for affected people and providing
opportunities for them to participate in public discussions on resettlement policies and
procedures. The purpose of this meeting is to clarify the information on compensation
and assistance policies for resettlement and create opportunities for affected people to
discuss issues of interest and clarify information. Members of affected households all
participate in the meeting. The project explained about the project, the rights, and
entitlements of the household, and the meeting was an opportunity for the affected
households to raise relevant questions. All affected households concurred in
supporting the construction of the subproject, completely agreed on compensation and
site clearance according to the state and donor policies. The affected households of
the subproject are willing to clear the ground for construction. The early
implementation of the subproject construction is a measure to ensure the safety of the
reservoir, protect the life and property of people and infrastructure, socio-economic
in the downstream areas, avoiding the risk of damage. due to unsafe reservoir;
contribute to promoting socio-economic development and creating environmental
landscapes in the project area; Ensure a stable supply of irrigation water for
production for farming households in project communes. (Source - Internal
monitoring report of Thanh Hoa Province).

Through a review of the collected data and in-depth interviews with
SAFEGUARD POLICY officials and at the District/City/Town Resettlement and
Resettlement Committees, there are subprojects, the ISC consultants found that the
compensation options often support is built based on legal documents of the State and
Decisions of the People's Committees of provinces with subprojects on compensation,
resettlement, land acquisition as well as separate RAPs for each subproject, process
make compensation plan that has been approved by compensation committee/land
fund development center of districts/city following procedures for making and
disclosing compensation plan as specified in approved RAPs.
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Working with the Land Fund Development Center of Cam Lo and Gio Linh districts of
Quang Tri province shows: "We have had experience in the ODA project for many
years, in this project PPMU has provided sufficient resources. Data for us includes
the project's resettlement framework, Ethnic Minority Development Plan... so when
implementing the Land Clearance and Resettlement Compensation, we will do the full
steps as specified in the Resettlement Framework. We have also compared and
compared the differences of the two policies, the World Bank and the Government of
Vietnam, we will apply compensation prices at replacement cost, vulnerable
households as defined by the World Bank will be supported in accordance with the
project's resettlement framework (WB). During the implementation, we will invite
representatives of the affected households to participate, for example, participating in
the tally process, providing documents of assets statistics and compensation price for
each household, posting publicly at Commune People's Committee, community
meeting house ... within 22 days ... (FGD of Land Fund Development Center of Cam
Lo district - Gio Linh district - Quang Tri province)

3.2.5. Payment of compensation, support

There are two provinces of Ninh Thuan and Khanh Hoa that do not carry out
compensation, resettlement support because the subprojects of the two provinces do
not implement the land acquisition of households.

Affected households said they were all paid before starting construction: "My
family received full compensation of 17,160,000 properties on public land (acacia)
first. when the contractor commenced construction. Ms. Doan Thi H, Thuan Dai
commune, Ho Phu Vinh project)"

There are 10 out of 34 provinces currently paying and paying compensation,
support, resettlement, and land clearance, namely Binh Dinh, Dan Nong, Kon Tum,
Lam Dong, Lao Cai, Phu Tho, Quang Binh, Son La, Thanh Hoa, and Tuyen Quang.
The total number of affected households in 10 provinces that have received
compensation is 432 households.

The total amount paid to 432 households / 10 provinces and organizations is
18,248,682,436. 26 households have not received compensation in Lao Cai province
because the land clearance compensation plan has not been approved, 228 households
have handed over the site for construction and 60 households have not handed over the
ground yet.

In Binh Thuan province: Compensation for households (1.16ha): The mastery is
entangled, the reason is that 5,364.3m2 of the land of 5 households is overlapping with
the land area. Management Board of Quao River Protection Forest. After TTDA has
decided to change its land-use purpose, the Ministry will pay for people. The expected
payment in the fourth quarter of 2019 will be paid to the people.

As of November 2019. The total amount paid by the provinces is as follows:
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Table13–Situation of compensation payment, support, in the provinces

No. Province

Compensation cost(VND) Already paid and the rest to
be paid(VND)

Status of receiving
compensation Ground clearance status

Total approved
budget

(according to
RAP)

Total expenditure
under the

compensation
plan

Already paid so
far

Still have to
pay

Number of
households

that received
compensation

Number of
households not

yet compensated

Number of
households have
handed over the

ground

Number of
households have

not delivered
the ground yet

1 Bac Giang

2 Bac Kan

3
Binh Dinh
TDA 1

1,352,201,663 1,352,201,663 1,352,201,663
34 0 0 0

Binh Dinh
TDA 2

1,614,958,770 1,614,958,770
132 0 0 0

4 Binh Thuan

5 Dac Nong 5,550,000,000 2,569,475,609 2,569,475,609 21 0 21 0

6 Dac Lak

7 Gia Lai

8 Ha Giang

9 Ha Tĩnh

10 Hai Duong

11
Hoa Binh
TDA 1

Hoa Binh
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No. Province

Compensation cost(VND) Already paid and the rest to
be paid(VND)

Status of receiving
compensation Ground clearance status

Total approved
budget

(according to
RAP)

Total expenditure
under the

compensation
plan

Already paid so
far

Still have to
pay

Number of
households

that received
compensation

Number of
households not

yet compensated

Number of
households have
handed over the

ground

Number of
households have

not delivered
the ground yet

TDA 2

12 Khanh Hoa

13 Kon Tum 3,500,000,000 2,619,271,000 2,619,271,000 0 60 0 0 60

14

Lam Dong
TDA 1 1,023,973,798 976,837,350 0 13 0 13 0

Lam Dong
TDA 2 1,351,727,841

15 Lang Son

16 Lao Cai 2,597,697,940 2,597,697,940 586,057,685 26 17 ??

17

NgheAn
TDA 1

Nghe An
TDA 2

18 Ninh Binh

19 Ninh Thuan

20 Phu Tho 1,319,799,000 1,319,799,000 0 23 0 23 0

21 Phu Yen

22 Quang Binh 1,142,265,859 1,142,265,859 0 13 0 13 0
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No. Province

Compensation cost(VND) Already paid and the rest to
be paid(VND)

Status of receiving
compensation Ground clearance status

Total approved
budget

(according to
RAP)

Total expenditure
under the

compensation
plan

Already paid so
far

Still have to
pay

Number of
households

that received
compensation

Number of
households not

yet compensated

Number of
households have
handed over the

ground

Number of
households have

not delivered
the ground yet

23 Quang Ninh

24 Quang Nam

25 Quang Ngai

26 Quang Tri

27 Son La 766,661,430 723,265,500 723,265,500 43,395,930 71 0 76 ??

28 Tay Ninh

29 Thai Nguyen

30 Thanh Hoa 1,685,000,000 1,685,000,000 1,685,000,000 0 30 0 30 0

31
Thua Thien
Hue

32

Tuyen Quang
TDA 1

867,440,000 3,659,550,000 3,659,550,000 0 35 0 35 0

Tuyen Quang
TDA 2

33 Vinh Phuc

34 Yen Bai

Total: 17,670,728,874 20,307,459,139 18,248,682,436 43,395,930 432 26 228 60

(Source: Summary of reports / forms sent to provinces by CPO in November 2019)
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3.2.6. Relocation/Resettlement

According to initial estimates, the entire project will have about 500 relocated
households (TOR source for ISC consultants). However, as of November 2019,
through internal monitoring reports at the PPMUs sent to CPO, there are two cases that
will have to be relocated:

In Tuyen Quang province, the work of repairing and upgrading the safety of
Ngoi La reservoir is 2 communes of Trung Mon, Yen Son district, only 01 household
of Mr. Nguyen Duy Thanh has to be resettled, although received money received
compensation, support but has not handed over the whole ground. The reason is that
the People's Committee of Yen Son district has not decided to allocate resettlement
land to this household. Tuyen Quang PPMU has issued documents No. 334/DANN-
QLDA on March 19, 2019; No. 401/DANN of April 8, 2019, requesting the People's
Committee of Yen Son district to arrange resettlement for Mr. Thanh's household.

190. In Dak Lak province according to RP report? The subproject will have 1
resettled household but the compensation and payment will be at the Unfulfilled
subproject.

3.2.7. Income restoration program

At the time of monitoring in November 2019, for provinces under surveillance,
no province implemented a livelihood restoration program. In fact, the area of acquired
land is not the main source of income for households, so after being informed about
the support for vocational change, the households agreed. Besides, on the local side,
there are also loan programs for economic activities, vocational training programs, and
job creation every year, so the activities in the sub-projects are integrated with the If
the affected households wish to participate.

Through consultation with the affected households, the AHs also found that the
affected area of the households did not affect much, mainly slightly affecting the
impact of the subprojects on life, economy and income. importing to households is not
worth it. Moreover, from the local authorities, the households believe that the
subproject implementation in the locality will bring benefits to the people for
economic development.

3.2.8. Grievance redress mechanism( GRM)

In the provinces where the 2nd monitoring was conducted, ISC consultants
found that basically all households that had met and interviewed said that the reservoir
bed had a little water in the past, so there was a shortage of irrigation water for
planting. Farming of the people. When being repaired and upgraded will ensure
irrigation water for production, people are very supportive of the project. Land
acquisition of households does not affect livelihoods as the area of land acquisition is
negligible.
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The ISC consultant also noted that at the time of monitoring, it was found that
in all provinces where internal monitoring reports were submitted, the provinces
surveyed in the field showed no cases of grievances and complaints of households.

3.2.9. Satisfaction level of the affected people

Dissemination of information and consultation:

In all subprojects, ISC Consultants received satisfactory feedback from the
local community and project-affected households on the organization of information
dissemination and community/affected households consultation. sufficient, in terms of
common content and consultation, there are some subprojects because the
implementation time is so long (since 2015), people do not remember some common
issues and consultations. For subprojects with EM households, information
dissemination and consultation are conducted in both ethnic languages and
Vietnamese.

Tally:

In general, the inventory of damaged assets of the provinces is carried out
seriously and following the process, the affected households highly appreciate the tally
of working groups in the area. In the province and before conducting the tallying, they
are informed of the specific tally plan.

Application of compensation rates and prices:

In general, affected households in the subprojects that have been implemented
for the second monitoring show that they are satisfied with the compensation rates and
many believe that the project only has little impact on the land acquisition of
households, does not affect the livelihood and livelihood of households, so most of the
households are satisfied with the subproject.

In 4 households interviewed individually and a questionnaire interview in Quang Tri
showed: "We are very satisfied with the level of compensation and site clearance, the
trees planted in the area of Phu Vinh Lake are all in the public land, and the safe
corridor of the dam, because So we are compensated for the assets on the land that we
are very happy, the tally is transparent and transparent, representatives of the
households are participating from the beginning to the end, PPMU has also provided
us with documents on property statistics on land as well as public compensation
prices. The compensation price is completely in line with the market price at the time
of the land acquisition, the compensation price is also publicized at the CPC, people
are screening, and each household will receive one price document. When receipt of
the money, both receipts and a list of the affected ministries were received,
representatives of the affected households received enough money and signed the
required documents. I must say is very public and transparent. Thank the project very
much. (In-depth interview of affected households in Quang Tri Province)
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03/35 households are asking for additional land support. After the settlement,
households no longer have any ideas and agree to hand over the site to the PMU
(Internal monitoring report of Tuyen Quang Province, October 2019).

In general, according to the provincial reports, all AHs who were interviewed
by the subprojects confirmed that they were satisfied and had no questions about
compensation payment, support, and number. money received. All households
received the money and signed a payment record.

As for the ISC consultant, when implementing PVS of affected households, the
stakeholders find that the compensation price is implemented following the regulations
of the government and the project. Interviews with some households show that they all
feel satisfied with the project implementation.

3.2.10.Some problems

Consultation work:

Through the current supervision, as well as information provided through the
documents requested by the supervision consultant, it shows that some provinces and
some subprojects already have handouts to local people. Participating in the meetings
but not paying attention to developing the project information sheet and distributing to
the affected households, not including gender in resettlement. In the invitation to many
community consultations, the name of the head of household is also specified,
Therefore, the percentage of women in community consultation meetings is still low,
the gender indicators of the project have not yet been included in GAPs of provinces
(for example, Ha Tinh requires 50% of women, while consultation meetings only
achieved 35%), especially for ethnic minority private meetings. Provinces have not
organized separate consultation meetings for women, especially vulnerable women,
and ethnic minority women.

In all monitoring provinces, ISC consultants found that PPMU staff did not pay
enough attention to distributing project information sheets to the
communities/households affected by the subprojects. ISC consultants recommend for
the works to be carried out next, request the resettlement officer of PPMU based on the
request for consultation and information disclosure in the RAP report, specifically:
Developing information sheets project and deliver to affected households; When
inviting affected households to attend, pay attention to both husband and wife and
ensure that the number of women attending the meeting accounts for at least 50%,
also, the content of consultation and communication should pay attention to the
specific needs of men. and women, paying attention to inviting women to speak out
and acknowledge their own needs.

Restrictions on disseminating the grievance mechanism:

All of the RAP grievance mechanisms have been mentioned in the RAP reports,
but a few provinces have not specified how to appeal. Dissemination of grievance
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mechanisms is mainly conducted only by oral dissemination, which has not been
printed out and distributed to people

A review of several compensation plans in some provinces shows that the
compensation and support levels have not been provided for vulnerable households
such as Binh Dinh.

3.2.11. Implementation of internal monitoring of PPMUs in the provinces

The PPMUs have sent their full-time staff to coordinate with the
BCSCs/CLFDs to capture the progress to report to PPMU directors and reflect in the
periodic progress reports. The staff in charge of resettlement of PPMU do not have the
internal monitoring forms: the staff in charge of resettlement periodically meet with
the District BCSCs, if any problem arising, they may report to the PPMUs to solve the
problems.

Documents, files on land acquisition and resettlement are kept at all district and
commune levels and PPPMU offices. Most PPMUs have a relatively good
documentation filing system.

In general, SSP issues have not been well understood by the implementing
agencies. Although each PPMU has a dedicated project safeguard staff, the project still
needs to improve its capacity in terms of safety requirements and implementation steps
to ensure good implementation.

The SSP staff have participated in two SSP training courses organized by
CPMU at the beginning of the project implementation, the consultant found that the
organization of SSP training courses take an important part in strengthening capacity
for them. It is important to ensure that such training activities be carried out regularly
throughout the implementation of the project.

3.3. Ethnic Minority Development Plan (EMDP)

3.3.1. Situation of preparing EMDP report in the provinces

According to PIC consultant data, by the time of monitoring, the number of
provinces that have prepared an EMDP and have been approved are: 23 provinces and
1 province incorporated into the RAP report (Quang Tri province because there are
only 7 ethnic households. Van Kieu should have been integrated into the Resettlement
Report), specifically as follows:

- There are 5 provinces in the phase 1 project: Hoa Binh (Dai Thang lake), Thanh
Hoa (Dong Be), Quang Ninh (Khe Che), Lam Dong (Da Te), Binh Thuan
(Quao River) .

- 18 provinces of the second year subproject, including: (1) Son La (2) Vinh
Phuc; (3) Bac Giang; (4) Khanh Hoa; (5) Lao Cai; (6) Thai Nguyen; (7) Yen
Bai; (8) Phu Tho; (9) Bac Kan; (10) Thua Thien Hue, (11) Ha Giang; (12) Lang
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Son; (13) Tuyen Quang; (14) Binh Dinh (15) Dak Lak; (16) Ninh Thuan (17)
Lam Dong (18) Kon Tum; and 1 province because there are few affected
households should be included in the resettlement report: Quang Tri.

3.3.2. Implementation of EMDP activities

Most of the project implementation progress reports sent by the PMUs indicate
that the EMDP activities have not been mentioned.

In fact, the internal monitoring reports in the provinces sent to CPO did not mention
EMDP.

The fact also shows that, for the provinces that have been implementing the
construction, they must update the EMDP report. Or such as the number of community
consultations, the number of participants, the percentage of women, the percentage of
ethnic minorities ... However, up to now most provinces that have prepared the EMDP
report have not updated the data and the newspaper. Report EMDP implementation
results, social issues.

Through fieldwork and telephone exchange for subprojects that have not been
surveyed. The consultant found that most of the opinions at PMUs have not been
determined at which time to implement as well as the budget for the implementation of
EMDP activities, communication campaigns ... and this is also a common difficulty. at
the PMU. Because of this, most of the sub-projects have not implemented the activities
in the planned EMDP. As a result, ISC consultants have not been able to accurately
calculate which indicators have been implemented and whether the project objectives
have been achieved.

The lack of implementation of the EMDP, communication campaigns, and
social issues at the PPMUs is also partly due to the SA/EMDP reporting consultant
(hired by PPMU) who has not yet instructed PPMU to implement the The next step is
how most of the provinces are in the state of being uncompleted or confused when
doing it (except for PPMU Thanh Hoa).

As of November 2019, four provinces have submitted to CPO the EMDP-
related activities and EM monitoring indicators, Thanh Hoa, Lao Cai, Son La and
Lang Son. EMDP activities in the four provinces are mentioned in the appendix of the
report.

In which, Thanh Hoa province plans GAP and EM to be integrated and
implemented by an independent consultancy unit of International Training and
Cooperation Center - Vietnam Institute of Irrigation Science through a digital
consultancy contract. 191/2017/HDTVĐB-WB8 Package No. 05 (C1-TH-DB-CS5).

In some provinces, due to the low impact of EM people, it is incorporated into
the Resettlement Plan, not only doing the Ethnic Minority Plan (for example, Quang
Tri has only 7 Van Kieu ethnic households affected by land acquisition less than 10%).
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3.3.3. Budget for EMDP activities

GAP implementation budgets in the provinces have not been synthesized in the
second periodic report. Will be consulted by the consultants to be consolidated in the
next periodical report.

In fact, the budget spending for GAP implementation is currently only in Thanh
Hoa's 1 year subproject with the cost of GAP/EMDP and social assistance of VND
310,730,000, taken from local counterpart funding. Specific budgets in the provinces
are as follows

Table 14: Budget for EMDP implementation in province4

No The provincial
Implemented budget (VND)

Note
Budget approved

Budget according
to reality

1 Bac Giang 1

2 Bac Kan 2

3 Binh Dinh TDA 1 3

Binh Dinh TDA 2

4 Binh Thuan TDA 1 4

Binh Thuan TDA 2

5 Dak Nong 5

6 Dak Lak 6

7 Gia Lai 7

8 Ha Giang 8

9 Ha Tinh 9

10 Hai Duong 10

11
Hoa Binh TDA 1 11

Hoa Binh TDA 2

12 Khánh Hòa 12

13 Kon Tum 13

14
Lam Dong TDA 1 14

Lam Dong TDA 2

15 Lang Son 15

16 Lao Cai 16

17 Nghe An TDA 1 17

4The budget for implementing GAP - EMDP - SEDP in provinces will be consulted and updated in the next
monitoring report
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No The provincial
Implemented budget (VND)

Note
Budget approved Budget according

to reality

Nghe An TDA 2

18 Ninh Binh 18

19 Ninh Thuận 19

20
Phu Tho TDA 1 20

Phu Tho TDA 2

21 Phu Yen 21

22
Quang Binh TDA 1 22

Quang Binh TDA 2

23
Quang Ninh TDA 1 23

Quang Ninh TDA 2

24 Quang Nam 24

25
Quang Ngai TDA 1 25

Quang Ngai TDA 2

26 Quang Tri 26

27 Son La 27

28 Tay Ninh 28

29 Thai Nguyen 29

30
Thanh Hoa TDA 1 100,000,000 310,730,000 30

Thanh Hoa TDA 2

31 Thua Thien Hue 31

32
Tuyen Quang TDA 1 32

Tuyen Quang TDA 2

33 Vinh Phuc 33

34 Yen Bai 34

3.4. Gender action plan (GAP)

3.4.1. Implementation of GAP activities

Through the collection of documents/reports from CPMU, PPMU as of
November 2019. 26 sub-projects have established GAP, including 12 sub-projects in
the first year, 14 sub-projects in the following years.
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Table 15– Gender action planning subprojects (GAP)

No. Content Number
of lakes

Report source
GAP

implementation
status

I. 12 first year subprojects 12

1 Binh Thuan song Quao - VN 1 BC DRSIP_SA 8.2015 Unfulfilled

2 Hoa Binh - Dai Thang - VN 1 BC DRSIP_SA 8.2015 Unfulfilled

3 Dong Lam - Da Teh - VN 1 BC DRSIP_SA 8.2015 Unfulfilled

4 Nghe An - Khe Gang - EN 1 BC ESIA 6.2015 Unfulfilled

5 Nghe An - Khe San - EN 1 BC ESIA 6.2015 Unfulfilled

6 Quang Ninh 1 - Khe Che - VN 1 BC DRSIP_SA 6.2015 Unfulfilled

7 Thanh Hoa - Dong Be - VN 1 BC DRSIP_SA 6.2015 Made

8 Binh Dinh - Thach Ban - EN 1 BC ESIA 6.2015 Unfulfilled

9 Phu Tho - Ho Ban - EN 1 BC ESIA 6.2015 Unfulfilled

10 Quang Binh - Phu Vinh - EN 1 BC ESIA 6.2015 Processing

11 Quang Ngai Province - Dap
Lang - EN

1
BC ESIA 6.2015 Unfulfilled

12 Tuyen Quang - Ngoi La - EN 1 BC ESIA 6.2015 Processing

II The following years 153

1 Bac Giang- 13 lakes - VN 13 BC SA 11.2018 Unfulfilled

2 Khanh Hoa - 8 lakes - VN 8 BC SA 11.2018 Unfulfilled

3 Lao Cai -6 lakes - VN 6 BC SA 11.2018 Unfulfilled

4 Nghe An - 13 lakes - VN 13 BC SA 12.2018 Unfulfilled

5 Quang Nam -14 lakes - VN 14 Appendix SA 1/2019 Unfulfilled

6 Quang Ninh 2 - 8 lakes - VN
8

BC ESIA Unapproved
11/2018

Unfulfilled

7 Quang Tri - 12 lakes - EN 12 Appendix SA 11/2018 Unfulfilled

8 Son La - 7 lakes - VN 7 BC SA 11.2018 Unfulfilled

9 Thai Nguyen - 10 lakes - VN 10 BC SA 10.2018 Unfulfilled

10 Ha Tinh - 8 ho– EN 8 Appendix SA (2) Unfulfilled

11 Yen Bai - 16 lakes - VN 16 BC SA 12.2018 Unfulfilled

12 Vinh Phuc - 11 lakes - VN 11 BC SA 11.2018 Unfulfilled

13 Dak Nong 18 BC SA 4.2019 Processing

14 Thua Thien Hue 9 BC SA 9.2018 Unfulfilled

Total: 165

(Source: Compiled from SA - ESIA - EMDP Report in subprojects as of 11/2019)
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Similar to the implementation of EMDP, most of the project progress reports
when PMUs sent to the consultants show that GAP / PTXH activities have not been
mentioned.

In fact, the internal monitoring reports in the provinces sent to CPO did not
mention GAP/PTXH.

Through fieldwork and telephone exchange for subprojects that have not been
surveyed. The consultant found that most of the opinions at PMUs have not
determined when to implement GAP activities as well as the budget for implementing
GAP activities, communication campaigns ... and this is also a common difficulty. at
the PMU. Because of this, most of the sub-projects have not implemented the activities
in the planned GAP. As a result, ISC consultants have not been able to accurately
calculate which indicators have been implemented and whether the project objectives
have been achieved.

The lack of implementation of the EMDP - GAP plan, communication
campaigns, social issues in the PPMUs is also partly due to the SA/EMDP reporting
consultant (hired by PPMU), which has not yet been instructed to PPMU. However,
when the implementation of the next steps is clear, most of the provinces are in the
state of being uncompleted or confused when implementing (except for PPMU Thanh
Hoa).

By November 2019, four provinces have been implementing GAP activities:
Thanh Hoa, Tuyen Quang, Dak Nong and Quang Binh provinces. The implementation
in these provinces is mentioned in the appendix of the report.

3.4.2. GAP implementation budget for 34 provinces

GAP implementation budgets in the provinces have not been synthesized in the
second periodic report. Will be integrated in the next regular report.

Table 16: GAP implementation budgets in the provinces5

No. The provincial
Implemented budget (VND)

NoteBudget
approved

Budget according
to reality

1 Bac Giang

2 Bac Kan

3
Binh Dinh TDA 1

Binh Dinh TDA 2

4 Binh Thuan TDA 1

5GAP - EMDP - SEDP implementation budgets in provinces will be updated by the consultants in the next
monitoring report
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No. The provincial
Implemented budget (VND)

NoteBudget
approved

Budget according
to reality

Binh Thuan TDA 2

5 Dak Nong
No budget
allocation

6 Dak Lak

7 Gia Lai

8 Ha Giang

9 Ha Tinh

10 Hai Duong

11
Hoa Binh TDA 1

Hoa Binh TDA 2

12 Khánh Hòa

13 Kon Tum

14
Lam Dong TDA 1

Lam Dong TDA 2

15 Lang Son

16 Lao Cai

17
Nghe An TDA 1

Nghe An TDA 2

18 Ninh Binh

19 Ninh Thuận

20
Phu Tho TDA 1

Phu Tho TDA 2

21 Phu Yen

22
Quang Binh TDA 1 No information

Quang Binh TDA 2

23
Quang Ninh TDA 1

Quang Ninh TDA 2

24 Quang Nam

25 Quang Ngai TDA 1

Quang Ngai TDA 2

26 Quang Tri
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No. The provincial
Implemented budget (VND)

NoteBudget
approved

Budget according
to reality

27 Son La

28 Tay Ninh

29 Thai Nguyen

30
Thanh Hoa TDA 1 100.000.000 310.730.000

Including GAP /
EMDP and Social

Development

Thanh Hóa TDA 2

31 Thua Thien Hue

32
Tuyen Quang TDA 1 Not disbursed

Tuyen Quang TDA 2

33 Vinh Phuc

34 Yen Bai

3.5. Some limitations of implementing GAP - EMDP

There are still some provinces that do not assign people to be in charge of
gender and ethnic minorities. The number of provinces with gender responsible people
has not received any training on gender awareness and GAP monitoring and
implementation skills.

Through field surveys, as well as through telephone conversations with the

subprojects that have not been surveyed, independent monitoring consultants find that

most opinions at PMUs are not interested in implementing GAP/EMDP, not yet

assigned a person in charge of GAP/EMDP. The GAP/EMDP implementation budget,

though included in the appendices to the SA/EMDP report. However, up to the time of

monitoring, most provinces do not know where the budget comes from? Therefore, the

project management boards are still confused in the implementation and

implementation of GAP/EMDP

On the side of PPMUs facing difficulties in terms of counterpart fund, which

has exceeded the public debt ceiling, it is necessary to ask the provincial authorities for

additional capital to implement. The process of capital disbursement is complicated,

many procedures.

Most of the contractors have attendance records for workers in general and

local laborers in particular, which have been sent to PPMUs in all provinces. However,

up to now, officials in charge of safety policies have not been updated to include
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internal monitoring reports, GAP reports, and progress reports (eg Quang Tri, Quang

Binh, Binh Thuan, and Kon Tum ...).

Communication activities to prevent HIV/AIDs and sexually transmitted
diseases have not been fully implemented by contractors. Communication materials, in
general, have not been saved at the Contractor (command camps or workers' camps)

3.6. Other social issues

As of November 2019, through monitoring at 10 subprojects, as well as through
reports from contractors, localities and interviews with a number of households show
that: No problems arising/occurring during the construction process such as land
reclamation, child/female sexual abuse, child labor use, cultural/ethnic conflict
between migrants labor contract with indigenous people, theft situation... these issues
will be consulted and monitored in the next periodic monitoring reports.

Through field surveys and interviews with several households, the consulting
workers realized that there were still some issues as follows:

 Most of the contractors do not have hotlines/phone numbers related to
healthcare, health care and medical consultations for officials, employees, and
workers.

 Many of the workers have not been trained on HIV/AIDS, STIs prevention.

 Some employees who are working without a contract, as well as have not paid
insurance as prescribed.

 Some camps do not ensure environmental safety, such as no garbage cans and
temporary toilets. The bathroom is not private.

 Some contractors do not have a medicine chest located at the campsite, operator
or mobile medicine cabinet at the construction site. Some medicine cabinets do
not have condoms yet.

 Trucks transporting construction materials that are too heavy have damaged and
subsided roads of people. Vehicles carrying materials accompanying local
people's roads, dirt, lack of protection, must not water the roads. People reflect
a lot on the dusty situation.

 Discharging, draining water in the dam lake during construction should notify
the household with much more frequency so that the people are aware of
avoiding shallow lake water causing damage to the aquaculture/fish farming of
cousin.

 The construction unit lacks/does not have necessary signs (construction signs,
dangerous area warning signs, contact phone numbers, safety signs,
construction site rules, lack of fire extinguishers. fire fighting ...).
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PART 4: RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1. Recommendations for Resettlement:

Information Disclosure and Community Consultation: For the works to be
carried out next, resettlement officers of PPMU in provinces need to base on the
requirements of consultation and information disclosure in the RAP report to develop.
project information sheet and distribute to affected households, when inviting affected
households to meet, pay attention to both husband and wife heads and ensure the
number of women attending the meeting accounts for at least 50%. In addition to the
content of consultations, the media should pay attention to the unique needs of men
and women, paying attention to inviting women to speak and acknowledge their own
needs.

In order to create conditions for women to express their opinions, the PPMUs
should coordinate with the consultant to prepare RAP, update RAP and design
consultants, the Compensation and Clearance Committee... organize separate group
consultations. women, especially vulnerable and ethnic minority groups, to encourage
women's participation and record women's opinions in design to ensure women are
able to continue when the project is completed. Access to the project easily and
without restrictions in design as well as construction.

For subprojects with ethnic minorities, attention should be paid to information
disclosure and consultation in both ethnic languages (if necessary) to help them
understand the project and local policy guidelines. The consultation process for ethnic
minority groups needs to work in advance with the village/village head and village
elders to ensure that consultation is organized in accordance with the local people's
culture and practices.

PPMU should coordinate with stakeholders to print the grievance redress
mechanism to the public and post it publicly at the Commune People's Committee, the
village community meeting house, deliver it to the village head, cadastral officials,
mass organizations.

Inventory of affected assets and compensation plan: For affected households,
the Land clearance Council and PPMU of provinces need to pay attention to providing
affected households a dossier including recovery decision. land, minutes of
compensation, support, and receipt. Allocating money should be in the presence of
both husband and wife to prevent the husband from bringing money out for drinks or
gambling.

For severely affected households (if any), the PPMU should coordinate with the
Women's Union to invite representatives of the Bank to attend on the day of
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compensation payment to households, bank representatives may introduce and guide
households to deposit savings in banks, as well as representatives of the Women's
Union and Farmer's Union introduce, guide how to use the compensation money to
invest in production development, avoiding the situation of men receive money to
spend money on activities such as gambling, lottery, drinking...

Effective implementation of SAFEGUARD POLICY compliance at PPMUs:
CPO has now developed internal monitoring forms for resettlement, which need to be
updated every 6 months and sent to staff. Ministry of Safety Policy at CPO to capture
and direct the implementation. However, PPMU staff are responsible for reporting
because they do not know how to collect information and update reports, so the
internal monitoring reports of PPMU are still not really adequate, especially
information. GAP implementation information has not been updated (just reiterating
the GAP indicators).

The SAFEGUARD POLICY officials in PPMUs have participated in two
SAFEGUARD POLICY training courses organized by CPO at the beginning of the
project implementation, the consultants found that the organization of training courses
on Safety Policy helped Enhancing the professional skills of the PPMU full-time
officials, which should be carried out regularly and maintained throughout the project
implementation period. CPO requires the provinces to send the list and training needs,
and there should be a plan to mobilize advice on PIC's Safety Policy to the provinces
for support and training by the method of "hands-on" or group organize advanced
training courses for PPMU's safety policy officers (resettlement, social and
environmental issues).

Regarding land donation issues as in subprojects in Son La province: The
World Bank's social safeguard policy discourages land donation for public works, Son
La PPMU should ensure accountability and there are documents sent to CPO and the
World Bank expressing the intentions of the World Bank in the Memorandum of Mid-
term World Bank Supervision Mission in May 2019.

For provinces with land donation, it is necessary to follow the donor's order and
rules, including making sure both husband and wife sign the land donation minutes
(according to WB's form) and Save the CPC, at the PPMU and hand one original to the
household. PPMU noted that vulnerable households are not given land.

Document:

PPMUs need to keep a full range of documents related to resettlement in
PPMU, and specific types of documents for each specific activity (including meeting
minutes). Community consultation, list of attendees, updated RAPs, RAPs, inventory
documents, compensation price, receipt of money, pictures, leaflets, etc. attached list
to facilitate the exploitation and reporting as well as provide to the stakeholders as
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needed (including ISC and members of WB Mission, CPO ...) and for access. update
quarterly report, annual report, report of ending project...

4.2. Recommendation of GAP - EMDP and social issues:

4.2.1. For PMU :

Assigning personnel in charge of Safety Policy including resettlement, ethnic

minorities and gender, and they will be implemented throughout the project

implementation process. In the event that the officer does not continue to be involved

in the project, this officer needs to train the next staff member to be in charge of the

work..

Through the second monitoring results, the PPMUs and consultants found that

in provinces where the safety policy officer has not been trained, the provinces should

make a list to send CPO to request to continue organizing training courses or request

consultants to support the training project. improve the capacity and guide the skills of

monitoring and supervising the implementation of RAP, EMDP, GAP (can be

organized as a training course, or training by hands-on method for each province ...) or

open focus training classes.

PPMU should send coordinating and supervising consultants/units hired by

PMUs to conduct surveys, write SA / EMDP / ESIA reports in order to improve the

quality of the reports, as well as ensure the project and government policies are fully

reflected in updated RAP, RAP reports, in EMDP and in GAP. Avoid unfortunate

mistakes.

PPMUs should send a letter/notice to relevant stakeholders in coordination with

contractors and local authorities to implement the indicators as mentioned in the GAP,

introducing documents. GAP goes to contractors, local authorities, and women's

unions in the project area. State the gender indicators required to be implemented,

including those related to recruiting local labor, female labor, not using child labor or

HIV/AIDS prevention communication ... The Ministry works with the Fatherland

Front of communes to establish or consolidate community supervision boards to

ensure a female ratio, and introduce community supervision boards to contractors so

that contractors can facilitate members of the Supervisory Board carry out supervisory

duties according to the regulations of the Government of Vietnam and the law.

It is necessary to clarify the source of the budget for implementing GAP,
EMDP (if any) and responsibilities of stakeholders to implement GAP - EMDP
activities in the coming time.

Add safety policy-related information, including resettlement, GAP and EMDP,
and social issues to the progress reports of all project management units.
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Provinces need to adhere to internal monitoring reports on safeguard
implementation (including resettlement, EMDP, GAP, and society. Gather information
on GAP and EMDP implementation and include in the monitoring reports. Internal
monitoring (currently mentioned but not updated, only general indicators as in GAP).

4.2.2. For contractors:

PIC consultants need to set up personnel monitoring forms of the unit (as
provided by ISC consultants), sample tables to collect information on local labor
statistics, quarterly reports, Form Communication statistics on HIV prevention for
workers, Forms for collecting phone numbers, addresses of health facilities in the
project area and other tables... sent to CPO and PPMU and CPMU for contractors to
make reports on schedule (quarterly, or when required by the World Bank, CPO, ISC)
Terms have been incorporated into the bidding documents, commitments/signed safety
policies in the contract. There is also a need to continue between contractors and
PPMUs will continue to monitor and monitor the contractor's performance until the
project is completed.

The contractor needs to send monitoring staff, responsible for implementing
social security policies as required. They also need to be trained and trained on WB
policies

The contractor needs to have a connection, written local recruitment notices
sent to local authorities, village heads, commune women's union, village women's
unions. The demand for hiring unskilled laborers, female laborers and laborers have
affected households. Written notice of the demand for local unskilled labor shall be
made public at the construction site, CPC, cultural houses of villages.

At the camps, the contractor needs to take measures to prevent and treat
grandchildren, have rubbish bins, have daily waste collection contracts, have clean
water containers, and have a treatment system. domestic wastewater before being
discharged into the environment. It is necessary to add medicine cabinets with enough
medicine muscles and bandages for emergency rescue when accidents
occur. Regularly adding condoms and continuing to distribute free condoms to
workers.

The contractor also needs staff to contact commune health stations in the
project area, health centers, and hospitals in the project area to collect a list of phone
numbers and lines. hot to provide workers with adequate documents, as well as public
posting at the workers' camps, the boss camps for workers so that they can easily
access them when there is a need for medical examination and care health.

The contractor should coordinate with PPMU, the Women's Union and the
village head to organize communication on HIV/AIDS prevention, sexually
transmitted diseases, human trafficking prevention ... fire prevention ... The camps also
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leave the oil tanks within the camp should be moved away from the camp to prevent
fire and explosion (for example, Quang Binh).

For contractors, labor contracts are required, full payment of health and social
insurance under the Labor Law of the Government of Vietnam.

The Contractor needs to have the Rules of living at the camps and the Rules of
working at the Site. Day-to-day teams are organized to collect waste in the campsite
area as well as at the construction site. There is a hot telephone number for people to
supervise compliance with environmental protection, security, and order in
construction sites and tents. Also regularly work with local authorities/patrol teams in
the subproject area communes to pay attention to/pay attention to the area/site under
construction to ensure security and order. self, avoid conflicts between
parties. Promptly solve cases related to gambling, drug use, illegal harboring and drug
trafficking of workers or conflicts between workers' internal workers or between local
workers and young people...

The contractor needs to carry out surveying of geographic areas near the
people's houses to avoid the case that the construction process affects household assets
such as land subsidence, ground cracking, and impact. to the progress of
construction. If the phenomenon of cracking, subsidence of houses in the project area
and related parties should occur, it is necessary to have timely solutions to avoid cases
affecting the life of households.

In addition, during the construction of roads leading to people's houses, people's

bridges, irrigation works, etc. in the project area may be temporarily affected,

contractors should pay attention to does "finish work" on the principle of rolling, as to

where the project completion and handover ground as originally went there to limit the

injury unfortunate for the local population, especially women and children, affecting

the irrigation water supply as well as the production and daily life of the households in

the project area. The construction should be fast, compact and may require temporary

bridges, signposts to avoid directions (if any), adequate watering, vehicles transporting

raw materials running through residential areas must ensure protection again materials

fall along the road and gets into houses of people along the road... Insensitive places (if

any) such as schools, hospitals, pagodas, churches... during rush hour, contractors need

to divert traffic, avoiding construction congestion or causing unfortunate accidents.

At all subprojects under construction, the contractor should publish and put up

detailed information on the project implementation schedule, contact telephone

numbers when necessary. The work diary should record all information related to

general personnel and local personnel (men and women). PPMU should regularly

appoint supervisors and remind contractors to comply with what has been incorporated

in the bidding documents.
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Occupational safety issues during the construction process should be closely

monitored, supervised by the community supervision board and PPMU to minimize

possible accidents. All cadres, workers, employees in contractors/units should learn

about occupational safety before performing the task. Dangerous construction sites

such as lakeside, lake surface ... contractors need to arrange lifebuoys and require

workers to wear them during work to ensure absolute safety.

 Storage of documents and records:

All communications, records related to labor contracts, labor safety, daily and
monthly timekeeping books, Contracts signed with employers. investment, contracts
with environmental companies, contracts with health facilities to provide health check
and treatment for workers, dispatch in collaboration with the Provincial Preventive
Medical Center ..., work diary... to be fully recorded at the contractor and specifically
classified for ease of search, collection and evidence of work performed, provided to
relevant parties as needed.

4.2.3. Social Issues and Community Development:

Provinces in GAP have indicators related to water use groups (such as Ha Tinh

PPMU) PPMUs need to work with communes to determine how the water user group

is established and current situation, if the percentage of women is not up to the project

indicator, it is necessary to have a letter requiring the communes to reinstate the

"Water User Group" and include more representatives of the Women's Union at the

request of the project.

Provinces need to coordinate with the National Fatherland Front in the project

area, review the participation in the community supervision board, if there is no

participation of women (representative of the Women's Union), there should be

dispatch to the Fatherland Front of communes to consolidate the Community

Supervision Board to ensure the representation of women as members and at the same

time send a dispatch to introduce the Community Supervision Board to contractors and

house requests. Bidding creates conditions for members of the Community

Supervisory Board to perform the supervision according to the regulations of the

Government and the Vietnam Fatherland Front.

After the project is completed, handed over and put into use, PPMU should

actively work with stakeholders including the task management unit, the beneficiary

villages, communes... to inform the people. Irrigation Law and requires the villages

and communes to put village conventions on a commitment not to re-violate dam

safety corridors as well as self-excavation and excavation activities that affect dam

safety. Communes organize public labor days to work along the dam lake, dredging

canals before the flood season, and after the flood season to ensure that the Dam Lake
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provides enough water for people and serves all needs. bridges of the community

according to the law.

4.3. Other recommendations

In order to ensure the mission of ISC consultants, according to TOR, it is
required to organize group discussions with affected households, and conduct a survey
to ask 100% of severely affected households and 20% of households. slightly affected,
ISC consultant team requested to change the field trip schedule, arranged a longer
time, at least 2-3 days / 1 province. Before dispatching to CPO, a written request for
relevant provinces should be sent to the communes to organize meetings of the
affected households, facilitating ISC consultants to carry out their duties. A schedule
of safety policy groups (resettlement, gender, ethnic minorities, social development)
can be arranged separately to allow more time to work with stakeholders and affected
households. Dispatch dispatch of field consultants should be sent 1 week in advance
for ISC consultants to have time to read documents and reports sent by provinces.

On the PPMU side, provinces need to submit prepared ISC consultancy reports
/forms to CPO in full and on time as required, especially internal monitoring reports. If
so, ISC consultants will have enough data and information to prepare reports for 34
provinces.

According to the TOR, periodic monitoring reports should be sent to CPO 30
days after the end of the field. Therefore, ISC consultants expect the implementation
of the consultants' supervision to be conducted at least 1.5 months before the World
Bank Delegation performs periodic monitoring.

The ISC advisory group also said that the WB8 project was implemented on a
large scale with 34 provinces and cities, so the synthesis and updating of report data
took quite a long time and in the process of synthesizing and writing the report, cannot
avoid certain shortcomings. Therefore, ISC consultants proposed to increase the
number of personnel in charge of writing reports and field trips. As well as the time of
aggregating data, writing reports after field work to ensure better reporting quality.
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PART V: PLANS FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF NEXT PERIODIC
SUPERVISION

In the subsequent monitoring, ISC consultants will continue to collect sufficient
information on tallying and compensation payment, support, complaints of subprojects
that will complete compensation for land acquisition in the coming period. Also, ISC
consultants will continue to monitor and report issues discovered from the second
independent monitoring report and provide comments and follow-up recommendations
to ensure the activities of sub-projects complies with WB's social safeguard policies.

Based on the progress of implementing land acquisition compensation, the
progress of approving the preparation of social security policy reports and design of
construction drawings and cost estimates of works at subprojects, the consultant is
expected to conduct a 3rd field trip in several subprojects in the following 9
provinces6: Quang Ngai, Quang Nam, Quang Binh, Quang Tri, Binh Thuan, Binh
Dinh, Thua Thien Hue, Lao Cai, Vinh Phuc.

6The list of expected provinces and subprojects to be visited will be discussed in advance and pre-approved by
the CPMU.
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PART VI: APPENDIX

Appendix 6.1: Contact List OfPPMUs

No. PPMU Contact

1. Bac Giang Mr.Hau (Deputy Director): 0912164004

2. Bac Kan Mr.Hao (Deputy Director) 0912360165

3. Binh Dinh Mr.Sy(Deputy Director) 0913622007

4. Binh Thuan Mr.Duc Anh (Deputy Director) 0911611667

5. Dak Nong Mr.Lam (Deputy Director) 0933788009

6. Dak Lak Mr.Duc (Deputy Director) 0913453714

7. Gia Lai Mr.Thuong (Deputy Director): 0987913980

8. Ha Giang Mr.Tuyen (P.KT) 0972001919

9. Ha Tinh Mr.Thong (P.KH): 0983559768

10. Hai Duong Mr.Son (Deputy Director): 0913256255

11. Hoa Binh Mr.Vuong (Director) 0912119042

12. Khanh Hoa Mr.Sang (P.KT) 0935847535

13. Kon Tum Mr.Dan (Deputy Director) 0336888769

14. Lam Dong Mr.Binh (Director) 0982047504

15. Lang Son Mr.Loc (Deputy Director) 0382950585

16. Lao Cai Mr.Hung (Deputy Director): 0904115519

17. Nghe An Mr.Hoa (P.KH): 0912358256

18. Ninh Binh Mr.Thuy (TP. KH) 0982728066

19. Ninh Thuan Mr.Phong (Deputy Director) 0937944577

20. Phu Tho Mr.Hung (Deputy Director) 0983542583

21. Phu Yen Mr.Ky: (P.KT): 0906460337

22. Quang Binh Mr.Chien (P.KH): 0906587575

23. Quang Ninh Mr.Tuan (P.KT) 0348222566
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24. Quang Nam Mr.Lam (Deputy Director) 0914013345

25. Quang Ngai Mr.Khuong (Director) 0914012762

26. Quang Tri Mr.Khanh (P.KH): 0944231186

27. Son La Mr.The (Deputy Director): 0904.207588

28. Tay Ninh Mr.Nam (P.KT) 0986163563

29. Thai Nguyen Mr.Thang (P.KT): 0912440758

30. Thanh Hoa Mr.Quy (Deputy Director) 0912034322

31. Thua Thien Hue Mr.Tuan (Deputy Director) 0983193357

32. Tuyen Quang Mr.Hung (Director) 0913019417

33. Vinh Phuc Mr.Ngoc (Director) 0977570283

34. Yen Bai Mr.Thang (Deputy Director): 0943798798
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Appendix 6.2: Number of dams/sub-projects of DRSIP project

No. Province
According to

Decision 4638/QD-
BNN-HTQT

According to the
agreement of the

MARD
In the Year 2018

Number of
reservoirs after

revision

1 Ha Giang 15 14 8
2 Lao Cai 10 6 4
3 Bac Kan 7 7 7
4 Lang Son 10 10 4
5 Son La 8 7 1
6 Tuyen Quang 14 14 1
7 Yen Bai 17 16 3
8 Thai Nguyen 11 10 1
9 Bac Giang 13 11 2

10 Vinh Phuc 12 11 1
11 Phu Tho 14 14 5
12 Quang Ninh 12 9 4
13 Hoa Binh 23 27 13

14 Hai Duong 11 11 0

15 Ninh Binh 8 8 0
16 Thanh Hoa 24 24 10
17 Nghe An 27 33 15
18 Ha Tinh 25 25 5
19 Quang Binh 10 10 1
20 Quang Tri 14 12 5
21 Thừa Thiên Huế 9 9 1
22 Quang Nam 15 14 2
23 Quang Ngai 20 19 3
24 Binh Dinh 16 16 2
25 Phu Yen 8 7 1
26 Khanh Hoa 8 8 0
27 Ninh Thuan 5 5 0
28 Binh Thuan 7 7 0
29 Kon Tum 14 14 0
30 Gia Lai 8 8 0
31 Đăk Lăk 26 26 6
32 Dak Nong 18 18 0
33 Lam Dong 10 9 4
34 Tây Ninh 1 1 0

Tổng cộng 450 440 109

(Source: Progress report of WB 8 project implementation - CPO November 2019)
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Appendix 6.3: Schedule of the 2nd independent monitoring

Team 1

Province Date Time Content/activities Note

27/10/2019 Travel Ha Noi – Kon Tum

Kon Tum 28/10/2019 Morning Work with PPMU Kon Tum Not implemented yet

Gia Lai 28/10/2019 Afternoon Work with PPMU Gia Lai Not implemented yet

Dak Lak 29/10/2019 Morning Work with PPMU Đắk Lắk Not implemented yet

Dak Nong

Afternoon Fieldwork at 2 lakes:

Dak R’lon Lake: Group 3, Đức
An town, Đăk Song district,
Đăk Nông.
- Interview with affected
households

- Interview construction
workers on the site

- Check workers' camps

Suoi Da Lake: Village Dak
Kuăl 6, Dak N’Drung
commune, Dak Song district.

- Interview with affected
households

- Interview with contractor
technical staff

- Check the campsite, workers'
activities, safety factors at the
construction site.

Under construction
16/18 lakes

30/10/2019 All-day Work with PPMU Đăk Nông
Review documents and reports
provided by PPMU.

Guiding and answering some
questions of PPMU officials
on the implementation of some
contents of social security
policies.

Lam Dong

31/10/2019 Morning Travel Đăk Nông – Lâm Đồng Currently
constructing Da Teh
lake (about 55%)

31/10/2019 Afternoon Work with PPMU Lâm Đồng

1/11/2019 Morning Field trip to Da Teh lake -
Hamlet 8, My Duc commune,
Da Teh district, Lam Dong and
Work with PPMU Lam Dong.

Interview households living in
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Province Date Time Content/activities Note

the construction area

Household interviews near the
construction site

Interview with contractor
technical/managerial personnel

Reviewing/checking contractor
documents and field surveys
related to social/safety policies

Afternoon Travel Lâm Đồng - Bình
Thuận

Binh Thuan

2/11/2019 Morning Work with PPMU Bình Thuận Construction of
Song Quao lakeVới
các hồ TDA năm 2
(6 lakes) do not have
AHs, so they do not
prepare RP

Afternoon Field survey of Song Quao
lake.

Interview households living
near the subproject area

Interview with contractor
technical/managerial personnel

Field surveys related to
social/safety policies

3/11/2019 Afternoon Field trip to Ho Kim Son - An
Nghia commune Hoai An
district and Ho My Duc - An
My commune Hoai An district

Interview households living
near the subproject area

Interview technical
staff/contractor management,
contractor workers.

Binh Dinh

4/11/2019 Morning Work with PPMU Bình Định Handed over Thach
Ban Lake 7/2019.
There are 8 lakes
under construction

Afternoon Review the documents

5/11/2019 Morning Meeting at Binh Dinh PPMU
summarized the working
process of the mission.

Afternoon Travel Bình Định – Hà Nội
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Đoàn 2:

Province Date Time Content/activities Note

28/10/2019 Morning Travel Hà Nội – Hà Tĩnh

Hà Tĩnh

Afternoon Working with Ha Tinh
PPMU and going on the field

Not implemented yet

29/10/2019 Morning Họp tại PPMU tổng kết
PPMU Hà Tĩnh

Afternoon Travel Hà Tĩnh - Quảng
Bình

Quảng Bình

30/10/2019 Morning Work with PPMU Quảng
Bình.

Phu Vinh reservoir
project under
construction reaches
approximately 62%

30/10/2019 Afternoon Field trip to Phu Vinh lake

Interview households living
near the subproject area

Interview with contractor
technical/managerial
personnel

The meeting at PPMU
summarizes the working
process of the mission.

31/10/2019 Morning Travel Quảng Bình – Quảng
Trị

Quảng Trị

31/10/2019 Afternoon Field trip to Kinh Mon lake -
Quang Tri

Interview technical
staff/contractor management,
contractor workers

Constructing Kinh
Mon lake

1/11/2019 Morning Working at PPMU on the
implementation of
environmental and social
safeguard policies.

Meeting at PPMU
summarizing the working
process of the mission.

Afternoon Travel Quảng Trị - Hà Nội
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Appendix 6.4: List of consultation with PPMU staff at sub-supervised sub-
projects – The second

1. Ha Tinh

NO. Name Position Contact Email

1 Nguyen Dinh Dung
Deputy Director

of Board_In
charge of Project

0905 273 566 dungtlht@gmail.com

2 Le Quang Thong
In charge of

general
engineering

0983 559 768 thonglq.ht@gmail.com

3 Nguyen Thanh Lam
Planning-
Technical

Officer
0982 985 678 lamnguyenoda@gmail.com

4 Truong Quang Huy
Safeguard

policy officer
(environment)

0974 822 883 quanghuyno1@gmail.com

5 Phan Thi Lai

Safeguard
policy officer

(Social,
resettlement)

0982 710 345 lai.locha@gmail.com

6 Nguyen Minh Tam Accountant 0941 089 996 nguyentam12345@gmail.com

2. Quang Binh

NO. Name Position Contact Email

1 Pham Chinh Lam
Deputy Project

Manager
0913 569 997 phchinhlam@gmail.com

2 Dinh Duy Chien Bidding officer 0906 587 575 duychiendinh@gmail.com

3 Le Duc Thien TP.KT-QLTC 0913 295 141 ducthienppmu@gmail.com

4 Le Dinh Thang
PP.KT –QLTC

(TĐC) 0913.295.080 ledinhthong@gmail.com

5 Tran Manh Chung
Officer (Gender

and Environment)
0913 452 112 Tranchungtl2009@gmail.com

3. Quang Tri

NO. Name Position Contact Email

1 Tran Hoang Viet
Deputy
Project

Manager
0989 246 359
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2 Nguyen Thi Quynh Trang
Chief

accountant
0913 430 292 tranglqldaqtri@gmail.com

3 Luu Thi Hai Ha Accountant 0396 962 705 chorice@gmail.com

4 Nguyen Xuan Thang
Deputy
Project

Manager
0913 550 717 thangdaqt@gmail.com

5 Tran Thai Chung

Manager
Science

and
Technology

0943 912 777 chungtt.ktxd@gmail.com

6 Phan Anh Officer 0944 231 186 phananh2311@yahoo.com

7 Duong Dang Linh
Project

Technical
Officer

0813 678 278 duonganglinh.udn@gmail.com

4. Binh Dinh

NO. Name Position Contact Email

1 To Tan Thi
Director of

PMU

2 Ho Nguyen Si
Deputy

Director of
PMU

0913.622.007 honguyensy@gmail.com

3
Nguyen Thi Thanh
Que

Chief
accountant

0914.462.667 thanhquebql@gmail.com

4 Nguyen Van Truong
Bidding

management
0937.537.167 Quangtruongtls04@gmail.com

5 Pham Hong Lac Thu
Environmental

and Social
Safeguard

0984.003.128

6 Le Quang Tuan
Dam safety
engineering

5. Binh Thuan

NO. Name Position Contact Email

1 Nguyen Huu Phuoc
Director of

PMU

2 Vu Duc Anh
Deputy

Director of
PMU

0911.611.667 ducanhthuyloi@gmail.com

3 Pham Van Tuyen
Technical
staff (MT,

Social)

0903.940.727 tuyenthuyloi@yahoo.com
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4 Pham Trong Thang
Technical
Officer -
Bidding

0985.201.802 trong thang06@gmail.com

5 Bui Quoc Dung
Technical

staff (TDC)
0916.155.771 buiquocdung008@gmail.com

6 Nguyen Anh Khoa
Technical
staff (MT,

Social)

0913.883.997 anhkhoamn102@yahoo.com.vn

7 Ngo Dinh Phuong Uyen
Chief

accountant
0919.180.638 Ndpuyen.tlbt@gmail.com

6. Dak Lak

NO. Name Position Contact Email

1 Vu Duc Con
Director of

PMU

2 Dinh Xuan Hong Vice president 0986.789.391 xuanhong2003@gmail.com

3 Mai Thanh Long Technical staff 0982.888.426 mailongstk@gmail.com

4 Pham Hung Technical staff 0986.788.526 hungpham.wb8@gmail.com

5 Ly Ngoc Khuong
Supervisor

0982506002
ngockhuong47@gmail.com

6 Nguyen Thi Bich Ngoc Accountant 098.996.1474 bichngocktkt@gmail.com

7 Nguyen Thi Thu Nga
Environmental

Officer 0932.484898 thunga270792@gmail.com

7. Lam Dong

NO. Name Position Contact Email

1 Hà Thanh Bonh
Director of PMU

0982.047.504

2 Le Xuan Manh
Deputy Director of

PMU 0986.772.079 manhkehoach@gmail.com

3 Pham Van Mien
Chief accountant

0907.427.473 anhmenconnect@gmail.com

4 Le Van Bonh
Head of Planning

Department 0975.728.928

8. Gia Lai

NO. Name Position Contact Email

1 Nguyen Son
Director of

PMU
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NO. Name Position Contact Email

2 Nguyen Quang Thuong
Deputy

Director of
PMU

0987.913.980 thuongbnngl@gmail.com

3 Nguyen Duc Thinh

Deputy
manager of

project
management

0983.700.527 dinhtvgt@gmail.com

4 Tran Van Duong
Planning
officer,
general

0948.629.089 tranvanduongbql@gmail.com

5 Tran Nhat Thang
Accountant

0945.389.579 Tranthang76.pleiku@gmail.com

6 Bui Quang Thang
Technical

staff 0986.841.333 thangbuigl@gmail.com

7 Thai Duy Tai
Safety policy

officer 0914.780.426 Tai.las749@gmail.com

9. Kon Tum

NO. Name Position Contact Email

1 Nguyen Van Tu
Director of PMU 0914.033.439 vantubql@gmail.com

2 Nguyen Van Dan
Vice president

0336.888.769 vandanbql@gmail.com

3 Dang Van Lam
Chief accountant 0905.181.273 danglambql@gmail.com

4 Vu Hoàng Long
In charge of

Bidding
0935.623.133 Longkhuc76@gmail.com

5 Bui Quang Thich
In charge of dam

safety
0905.580.879 thichTVXD @gmail.com

6 Nguyen Viet Chau
In charge of

social security
policies

0914.147.126 nguyenvietchaukt@gmail.com

7 Tran manh Cuong
In charge of
Resettlement

0983.724.368 cuongtvnnkt@gmail.com

10. Dak Nong

NO. Name Position Contact Email

1 Le Trong Yen
Director of

PMU
0975.096.789

2 Pham Vu Lam vice president 0976.392.440 phamvulam2002@gmail.com

3 Le Viet Thuan vice president 0913.437.205 thuan-sam@yahoo.com

4 Nguyen Thanh Long
Technical
Officer -

0972.970.965 thanhlong.qlda1@gmail.com
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Bidding

5 Dang Trung Kien
Chief

accountant
0919.040.999 trungkien3579@yahoo.com

6 Tran Hang Thu Accountant 0965.950357 hangthu0903@gmail.com

7 Le Viet Ha
Safeguard

Official (MT,
TDC)

0384.959.299 levietha67@gmail.com

8 Nguyen Hong Nguyen
Aggregate data

0943.378.008 Nguyen49c2@gmail.com
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Appendix 6.5: List of consultations for stakeholders in the second round of
supervision (October and November 2019)

No. Name Position Address/Email Contact

I Dak Nong

1 Le Trong Yen Director of
PPMU

0975.096.789

2 Pham Vu Lam Deputy
Director of

PPMU

phamvulam2002@gmail.com 0976.392.440

3 Le Viet Thuan Deputy
Director of

PPMU

thuan-sam@yahoo.com 0913.437.205

4 Le Viet Ha Safeguard
Official (MT,

TDC)

levietha67@gmail.com 0384.959.299

5 Nguyen Hong
Nguyen

Aggregate
data

Nguyen49c2@gmail.com 0943.378.008

6 Luu Dinh Vy Affected
households

Group 3, Đức An town, Đăk
Song district, Đăk Nông

7 Le Van Dinh Worker Dak R’lon - Dak Nong

8 Nguyen Duc Quyen Worker Dak R’lon - Dak Nong

9 Cao Van Cuong Worker Dak R’lon - Dak Nong

10 Nguyen Van Tai Worker Dak R’lon - Dak Nong

11 Nguyen Van Sang Worker Dak R’lon - Dak Nong

12 Nguyen Van Tien Worker Dak R’lon - Dak Nong

13 Vo Dinh Thang Technical
staff of Dai

Nai contractor

Suoi Da Lake - Dak Nong

Vodinhthang1010@gmail.com

0963705333

14 Nguyen Van Loi Affected
households

Dak R’lon - Dak Nong

Dak Kuăl 6 Village, Dak
N’Drung Commune, Dak Song
District

0978408067

15 Tran Van Hung Affected
households

Dak R’lon - Dak Nong

Dak Kuăl 6 Village, Dak
N’Drung Commune, Dak Song
District

II Lam Dong

1 Ha Thanh Binh Director of
PMU

0982.047.504

2 Le Xuan Manh Deputy manhkehoach@gmail.com 0986.772.079
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No. Name Position Address/Email Contact

Director of
PMU

3 Nguyen Ngoc
Hoang

Technical
staff / Safety

policy

4 Le Van Be Household Da Teh lake, My Duc
commune, Da Teh, Lam Dong

0933248397

5 Ho Thi Nam Household Da Teh lake, My Duc
commune, Da Teh, Lam Dong

6 Nguyen Kim Anh Household Lake Da Teh Hamlet 8, My
Duc Commune, Da Teh, Lam
Dong

0973052062

7 Nguyen Ngoc Thien Household Lake Da Teh Hamlet 8, My
Duc Commune, Da Teh, Lam
Dong

0901.052.062

8 Tran Văn Quân Technical
staff

Da Teh lake, My Duc
commune, Da Teh, Lam Dong

0963.791.478

III Ha Tinh

1 Truong Quang Huy Resettlement
&

Environment

Quanghuyno1@gmail.com 0974822883

2 Nguyen Hong Son Resettlement
and Gender

Sonkhoa87@gmail.com 0943678802

3 Phan Thi Lai Society and
Gender

Lai.locha@gmail.com 0982710345

IV Quang Binh

1 Le Van Thuan People's
Committee of

Thuan Duc
Commune

2 Doan Thi Hue Household
affected

3 Nguyen Van Minh Household
affected

4 Ho Thi Hong Household
affected

5 Hoang Viet Trung Household
affected

6 Le Dinh Thong Resettlement ledinhthong@gmail.com 0913295141

7 Trần Mạnh Chung Gender and
Environment

Tranchungtl2009@gmail.com 0913452112
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No. Name Position Address/Email Contact

8 Dinh Duy Chien Bidding duychiendinh@gmail.com 0906587575

9 Pham Chinh Lam Project
Manager

phchinhlam@gmail.com 0913569997

10 Dinh Anh Nam Dam safety anhnamqb@gmail.com 0984974016

11 Le Duc Thien TPKT-QLTC ducthienppmu@gmail.com 0913295141

12 Cao Phu Cuong P.KHTH anhnamqb@gmail.com 094747016

13 Phan Hong Hai TR KT-HC 0912549795

V Binh Thuan

1 Nguyen Huu Phuoc Director of
PMU

2 Vo Duc Anh Deputy
Director of

PMU

ducanhthuyloi@gmail.com 0911.611.667

3 Pham Van Tuyen Technical
staff

tuyenthuyloi@yahoo.com 0903.940.727

4 Interview with the
contractor

5 Household
interviews

VI Quang Tri

1 Nguyen Xuan Thang Resettlement thangdaqt@gmail.com 091355717

2 Phan Anh Resettlement
and gender

Phananh2311@yahoo.com 0944231186

3 Tran Hoang Viet Deputy
Project

Manager

0989246359

4 Le Dinh Ha Contractor
management

officer

0913449506

5 Le Manh Hop Manager of
Project

Management
Department

lemanhhopnhat@gmail.com 0935888175

6 Bui Van Luat Deputy
Director of
Land Fund

Development
Center

thanhchunggpmb@gmail.com 0917251246

7 Nguyen Thanh
Chung

Officer 0942671568
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No. Name Position Address/Email Contact

8 Truong Hoai Nam Land
clearance

Officer Gio
Linh

hoainamtruong@gmail.com 0327525252

9 Hoang Tuan Nhat Land
clearance

Officer Gio
Linh

Hoangtuannhat49@gmail.com 0945496225

10 Tran Luong Thang Deputy
Director of
Thanh An
Joint Stock
Company -
Contractor

0914789073

VII Binh Dinh

1 Ho Yuan Si Deputy
Director of

PMU

2 Nguyen Tan Vinh Safeguard
policy

management
environment

3 Le Dinh Tan Safeguard
policy social
management

4 Pham Hong Lac Thu Safeguard
policy social
management

5 Interview with the
contractor

6 Household
interviews

VIII Dak Lak

1 Vu Duc Con Director
Board

2 Mai Thành Long Technical
staff

mailongstk@gmail.com 0982888426

3 Pham Hung Technical
staff

Hungpham.wb8@gmail.com 0986.788.526

4 Nguyen Thi Bich
Ngoc

Technical
staff

bichngocktkt@gmail.com 0989961474

5 Nguyen Thi Thu
Nga

Safeguard
policy staff

Thunga270792@gmail.com 0932484898
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No. Name Position Address/Email Contact

IX Gia Lai

1 Nguyen Van Yen Vice
president

Yensnn8@gmail.com 0906416879

2 Nguyen Quang
Thuong

Vice
president

thuongbnngl@gmail.com 0987913980

3 Nguyen Duc Dinh Deputy
Manager of

PPMU

dinhtvgt@gmail.com 0983700527

4 Tran Nhat Thang Chief
accountant

Tranthang76.pleiku@gmail.com 0945389579

5 Thai Duy Tai Safeguard
policy staff

Tai.las749@gmail.com 0914780426

6 Bui Quang Thang Technical
staff

thangbuigl@gmail.com 0986841333

7 Tran Van Duong Planning
officer

tranvanduongbql@gmail.com 0948629089

X Kon Tum

1 Nguyen Van Tu Manager vantubql@gmail.com 0914.033.439

2 Nguyen Van Dan Vice
president

vuvandan@gmail.com 0336.888.769

3 Nguyen Dang Lam Chief
accountant

danglambql@gmail.com 0905.181.273

4 Nguyen Thi Minh
Nguyet

Accountant Nguyet105@gmail.com 0935.756.156

5 Mai Minh Hung Technical
staff

minhhungtnu@gmail.com 0382.357.938

6 Vo Hoang Long Bidding
officer

Longkhue76@gmail.com 0935.623.123

7 Bui Quang Thich Dam Safety
Policy Officer

thichtvxd@gmail.com 0905.580.879

8 Nguyen Viet Chau Environmenta
l safety policy

- Social

nguyetvietchaukt@gmail.com 0914.147.126

9 Tran Manh Cuong Ethnic
minority -

resettlement

cuongtvnnkt@gmail.com 0983.724.368

10 Pham Van Oanh Document Vanoanh2011@gmail.com 0822685026
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Appendix 6.6: EMDP in the implemented provinces

1. Thanh Hoa province7

Sub-project implemented in the first year: Repairing and upgrading to ensure the safety of Dong Be reservoir, Thanh Hoa province

Delivery time: October 28, 2019

Full name of PMU staff providing information: Hoang Thi Bien Email: Bienghoang84@gmail.com_Phone: 0978.219.400

Note the abbreviations: Ethnic Minority (EM) - Affected (BAH) - Ethnic Minority Development Plan (EMDP)

Project
components

GAP activities Implementation status to the reporting time (November 2019)

Dam safety
restoration

1. At least 50% of women participating in the consultations
provide information on the project and planning,
implementation, monitoring, and evaluation. In particular, at
least 25% of EM women participate in consultation activities in
communes where ethnic minorities live.

Achieving: Integrating with the Ethnic Minority plan in the
consultation package No. C1-TH-ĐB-CS5 conducted by the
Consultant from the International Training and Cooperation Center
in March 2018. In addition to experts on Gender and Ethnic
Minorities, the group also invited Ms. Quach Thi Oanh - Vice
Chairwoman of the People's Council Nhu Thanh district, former
staff of the District Women's Union to teach. Accordingly, the
participants come from local associations such as the Women's
Union, the Youth Union, the Farmers' Union, the cooperative ... On
average, each class has 31 participants per class. In both classes,
37/55 female participants accounted for 67%.

+ Training on project and communication skills on "health
education in the community". Train a group of core volunteers
to act as a guide and communicate on the obligation to
maintain the irrigation system. (It is possible to integrate
communication into the content of activities of Happy Family

A communication campaign on project implementation was carried
out through newsletters broadcast on the commune loudspeaker
system and leaflets distributed to participants.

77 Thanh Hoa Province integrates GAP - EMDP - Social Development together
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Project
components

GAP activities Implementation status to the reporting time (November 2019)

clubs). At least 30% of the trained volunteers are women.

+ Communication campaign on project implementation
(broadcast on district radio and communal radio station; or
written documents such as brochures, loose leaflets distributed
to households / or delegate.

Broadcast on the commune's loudspeaker system about the project's
contents: Project size, progress, and notes to the community

+ Conduct regular consultation with women during project
implementation. Form a feedback mechanism for women's
concerns about the project so that leaders can promptly grasp
and adjust as needed.

Consultation with the Women's Union was conducted during the
implementation

2. Building community supervision groups, responsible for
supervising construction work in their localities. At least 20%
of women are in the monitoring group leadership.

Community supervision boards are built according to specific local
regulations.

3. At least 20% - 30% of women attend technical training
courses related to the operation of CPMU and PPMU lakes.

Unfulfilled

+ Training/consultation classes should be organized according
to the time frame proposed by women when planning to
facilitate their participation.

The training/consultation classes were organized according to the
time frame proposed by women when planning and thus received the
support and participation of the people.

+ Consultation, information and training meetings can use Kinh
language because ethnic minority households in communes are
fluent in Kinh language.

All attendance meetings, information, and training sessions are in
Vietnamese because most of the EM households in the affected
communes hear and speak Vietnamese fluently.

Dam safety
planning
and
management

1. At least 50% of women are members of training courses on
gender and gender equality and the role of women in water
resources protection and water management and environmental
conservation, women's roles in work.

Achieve: 37/55 people attending the training courses organized by
the Consultant accounted for 67%.
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Project
components

GAP activities Implementation status to the reporting time (November 2019)

2. Information/discussion {from health experts/environmental
experts} on the preservation of the living environment, water
conservation for the community and reproductive health for
both women and men gender.

Propaganda on environmental sanitation is integrated into meetings,
training as well as in local activities.

3. Carry out environmental sanitation activities in the village
such as cleaning, picking up rubbish, guiding people not to
throw garbage into canals, protecting canal sections from being
polluted. At least 30% of participants are male.

Cleaning and sanitation in the village are done monthly, before the
holidays, New Year ... In addition to the Women's Union, which is
the core force with the "5 no, 3 clean" program, the organizations
Association organizations, local organizations such as Students,
Union members, Veterans Association, Elderly Association ... also
often participate in these activities.

4. Construction contractors need to ensure the following labor
management policies

+ Unskilled workers both men and women will receive the
same salary for the same job;

Unskilled workers receive equal pay for the same job.

+ The contractor will not recruit child laborers in construction
contracts;

Contractors do not recruit child labor (<16 years) This provision is
specified in the Contract Appendix, through actual inspection, there is
no child labor on site.

+ The contractor will submit to the local government the
number of unskilled labor needed;

Unfulfilled. Because the implementation schedule of each stage is
different, the demand for unskilled labor in each period is also
different. The recruitment of unskilled local workers will usually be
done by a person who is the head of the masonry group, helping the
contractor find the right people for the job.

Interested persons will register in the village; commune
authorities and village heads will submit lists to

Unfulfilled: The recruitment of unskilled local workers will usually
be done by a leader of the mason group who helps the contractor find
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Project
components

GAP activities Implementation status to the reporting time (November 2019)

contractors; Priority will be given to the poorest affected
households and female-headed households.

the right people for the job.

Project
management
support

1. At least 25% of CPMU and PPMU staff of Thanh Hoa
province are women (Ensure women have a say in the
composition of CPMU and PPMU.

Achieve: 3/8 employees of the Board are women, accounting for
37.5%. Ensure women have a voice in the composition of PPMU in
Thanh Hoa province.

2. GAP is introduced to PPMU/CPMU staff and stakeholders
by the consultant or GAP staff of PPMU and DWUs.

Information on the gender action plan of the project is introduced to
the staff of Thanh Hoa Project Management Board, before, during
and after the end of the consultancy package. An organized review of
this activity with the full participation of PMU staff: 3/8 Thanh Hoa
PMU staff are female.

3. Carry out project management-monitoring and evaluation.

- Develop a simple monitoring form based on the initial
household survey data and data obtained through socio-
economic surveys.

3. Management - Supervision: Implementation.

- Collect and analyze baseline data with gender separation in
terms of project impact, and make periodic assessments and
make adjustments as needed.

Collecting and analyzing initial data with gender separate.

- Final evaluation after the project ends. Comparison with
baseline indicators, especially gender indicators, to determine
how gender change is taking place.

Final assessments are made after the end of the training
courses. Immediately after the end of the training classes and 2 weeks
after the end of the training, the Consultant sent the evaluation form
to the participants and received very positive feedback from the
participants, especially the trainees. female.

-Define the lessons learned Recommendations made by the Consultant:
- It is necessary to further strengthen training courses, technology
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Project
components

GAP activities Implementation status to the reporting time (November 2019)

transfer suitable to the specific conditions of the locality.
- The given documents should be intuitive, vivid, easy to understand,
if conditions permit, it is necessary for students to visit specific
models.
- Prioritize training participants are local, knowledgeable about
customs and practices. Flexible organization time suitable for specific
conditions of the locality ensures the participation of the people.

4. Carry out summarizing, organizing seminars, art contests of
localities organized by the Women's Union with the
participation of the communes in the project area.

Organizing the review and reporting of results to the localities
participating in the project.

2. Son La Province

Subproject: Repair and improve dam safety (WB8) Son La province; Category: Noong Chay lakes

Muoi Noi Commune, Thuan Chau District, Son La Province

Time of supply: day _____ month _____ year 20___

Full name of PMU staff providing information: Lo Van Huyen; Email: mrhuyen73@gmail.com; Phone: 0869138989

Note the abbreviations: Ethnic Minority (EM) - Affected (BAH) - Ethnic Minority Development Plan (EMDP)

Work content
Implementation situation up to the reporting time

(October 2019)
Issue / Solution

Activity 1 The affected EM households will be compensated
and supported in accordance with the project's
compensation and assistance policy framework

The affected EM households receive full compensation
money in accordance with the policy
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Work content
Implementation situation up to the reporting time

(October 2019)
Issue / Solution

Activity 2 The affected EM people are prioritized
to participate in the livelihood restoration
program: provide training courses to provide /
transfer knowledge on the application of new
techniques in farming, multi-farming, raising
cattle and buffaloes, cattle raised in
barns or training in pest control . Specifically, the
content of the training course will be decided after
specific consultation results with EM households
when compensation payments are made in the
subproject reservoirs.

PPMU has not been
mentioned referring
to the implementation
of this activity

Activity 3 The contractor must implement mitigation
measures as specified in the contract under the
supervision of the Supervising Consultant

- Ensuring dust emission will be minimized and not
disturbing local people, implementing dust control
measures to maintain a clean working environment

- Complying with regulations on emission control, all
mobilized construction machines and equipment have
inspection licenses and are still valid.

- Comply with Vietnam's laws regarding noise and
vibration.

- Be responsible for compliance with laws on the discharge
of wastewater into water sources; Do not directly discharge
wastewater into any water sources.

- Carry out mitigation measures

waste generation and improper behavior related to waste
disposal.
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Work content
Implementation situation up to the reporting time

(October 2019)
Issue / Solution

Activity 4 Village heads propagate to raise the awareness of
the community about environmental protection in
village meetings

PPMU has not been
mentioned for this
activity

Activity 5 Strengthen the management of the construction staff
and contractors of the contractor as well as
propaganda for the local people.

- Prepare emergency assistance services at the
construction site, train workers on labor safety
regulations.

- Disseminate information about the subproject to affected
parties through community meetings before starting
construction.

- Open communication with local authorities and
relevant communities; coordinate with local authorities on
construction schedule, construction progress.

Activity 6 The Compensation and Clearance Council will
invite local banks to pay compensation sessions
and instruct households to deposit savings at the
bank for future agricultural production.

PPMU has not been mentioned referring to the
implementation of this activity

Activity 7 The contractor must implement the labor safety
measures as stipulated in the contract under the
supervision of the Supervising Consultant.

Comply with regulations on labor safety. Prepare and
implement an action plan to respond to risks and
emergencies.

Prepare emergency assistance services at construction sites,
train workers on labor safety regulations

Installing fences, barriers, warning of danger around the
construction area.

Implementing traffic safety control measures.

This activity is
additional compared
to the approved
EMDP
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3. Lang Son Province

Subproject: Repair and improve dam safety (WB8) in Lang Son province

Address: Hoang Van Thu Street, Chi Lang Ward, Lang Son City, Lang Son Province

Delivery time: October 28, 2019

Full name of PMU staff providing information: Sam Dinh Chien Email: sdchien@gmail.com Phone: 0813.288.111

Note the abbreviations: Ethnic Minority (EM) - Affected (BAH) - Ethnic Minority Development Plan (EMDP)

Activity Content
Implementation status to the reporting

time (October 2019)
Issues/recommendations

Activity 1 Agricultural extension training on animal husbandry models
that apply science and technology to increase productivity

Unfulfilled

Activity 2 Communication program on dam protection measures and
dam safety

Unfulfilled
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4. Lao Cai Province

Subproject: Repair and improve the safety of Lao Cai province dam

In the communes of Phong Nien, Phu Nhuan, Tan An, Khanh Yen Ha, the towns of Rang and Bat Xat town of Bao Thang, Van Ban, Bao
Yen and Bat Xat districts of Lao Cai province.

Delivery time: October 30, 2019

Full name of PMU staff providing information: _______________ Email: _____________ Phone: ____________

Note the abbreviations: Ethnic Minority (EM) - Affected (BAH) - Ethnic Minority Development Plan (EMDP

Update the progress of implementation of activities in the Ethnic Minority Development Plan (EMDP) report at the mentioned subprojects

Activity Content
Implementation status to the reporting time

(October 2019)
Issues/recommendations

Activity 1 Agricultural extension training on maize and
rice cultivation

The Agricultural Extension Center organized a
training course on maize and rice cultivation in
project implementation communes in 2016.

Activity 2 Training on building an organic composting
model

The Agricultural Extension Center organized a
training course to build an organic compost model
in project implementation communes in 2016-2017.
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Appendix 6.7: GAP tại các tỉnh đã thực hiện

1. Tuyen Quang Province

The construction contractor guarantees to give priority to using unskilled labor.
However, the target of 30% of the local labor force is not reached because there are
not many local workers registered to work for contractors, the majority of people of
working age working in houses. machines, enterprises or self-dealing or trading.

Contractors prioritize hiring female workers and ensure equal pay in the same
work with men.

Contractors do not hire child labor.

People wishing to work with the project are registered through the village head
and the village women's union president.

Agricultural extension workshops are organized annually by the local
authorities, depending on the registration needs of households to develop classroom
content. However, through interviews with the Head of the Women's Union of hamlet
1, Trung Mon commune, currently, only aquaculture technical classes are attended by
people due to the need to expand the area of aquaculture and aquaculture in the region.
and most of the participants are men. Women of working age are mostly employed by
factories, factories or traders in the region, less likely to attend extension training
sessions.

On raising awareness about potential social evils: Population officials in
collaboration with village women's unions conduct annual propaganda, raising
people's awareness about HIV prevention and the spread of diseases through sexually,
actively vaccinating against the HPV vaccine, distributing flyers and condoms for free.

Report on the disbursement of GAP activities up to the reporting time: Not yet
disbursed. The reason is that the project has been adjusted, the number of affected
households and affected people have changed due to the construction of the canal after
the flood spillway. Therefore, PPMU has no basis for implementation.

2. Dak Nong Province

Project
outputs Activity and index Result Note

Outputs 1:
The
project's
works are
upgraded
and
repaired

- Contractors give priority to using local
unskilled labor (through subcontracting);
at least 30% of the labor force are
unskilled laborers in the locality;

- Among 30% of local labor, priority is
given to female unskilled workers;

- The common male and female workers
will be paid the same for the same job;

- Contractors do not hire children to work
for construction bidding packages;

30%

10%

Yes

No

During the
construction
phase
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Project
outputs Activity and index Result Note

Output 2:

Raise
awareness
of potential
social
issues
among
vulnerable
groups

HIV / AIDS Prevention Campaign

Community-based risk mitigation
campaign

Information on risk reduction will be sent
to the communes and villages affected by
the project, using participatory methods,
with special attention to poor and
vulnerable households (e.g. such as
female-headed household groups and
families with people with disabilities and
the elderly and teenagers who have quit
school).

Provide
information about
the project and its

impacts on the
communes.

Construction risk reduction campaign

Develop awareness-raising programs for
workers and the community, including
communication and education activities to
address HIV / AIDS transmission and
promote preventive measures;

Voluntary counseling and encouragement
of HIV / AIDS testing to ensure that all
workers are aware of their health status;

Facilitate access to health care services and
support for people living with HIV /
AIDS;

Providing basic medical care tools (free
condoms) at workers' camps;

Exchanging and
disseminating
information about
HIV/AIDS
transmission to
workers at
construction sites.

Direct the nearest
health station to
workers

Yes

In the
construction
phase

Community-based traffic safety
campaign

PMU and mass organizations will conduct
communication campaigns on traffic safety
regulations and traffic safety measures at
village/commune and schools to raise road
safety awareness. Ministry during
construction and operation;

Disseminate the
basic knowledge
of traffic safety to
workers.

Every month,
In the
construction
phase

Traffic safety measures

Road traffic hazards will be identified and
eliminated.

Road traffic signs and road safety
warnings will be installed at strategic
locations along the length of the routes;

Installing signs,
signals, reflective
wires at the
construction site

In the
detailed
design stage
and project
implementati
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Project
outputs Activity and index Result Note

Crosswalks for pedestrians will be
installed as needed;

To ensure safety for children and
pedestrians, light poles and speed humps
will be installed at required locations;

The Women's Union and local
communities will be consulted on the
location of the safety systems;

on

GAP implementation budget: No budget has been allocated for GAP activities

3. Quang Binh Province

Contractors give priority to labor, employing more than 30% of the total labor

force, female workers are prioritized; Female and male workers receive the same wage

for the same type of work. The contractor does not employ children as workers.

Laborers staying at the project are fully registered for temporary residence at

the CPC

HIV/AIDS and human trafficking prevention programs: disseminated by the

contractor in collaboration with the PPMU:

 First time: November 22, 2018: The number of participants was 34 people,

including 5 women. Location: at the camp both contractors Minh Ha

Construction Co., Ltd.

 The second time: April 12, 2019: The number of participants includes 45

people, including 3 women. Location: at the camp both contractors Minh Ha

Construction Co., Ltd.

Documents were fully distributed to officials and workers at the project, and the

program was integrated into Thuan Duc commune, Dong Son ward through the

Women's Union and village in the subproject area.

Awareness-raising program on disease prevention, diagnosis, and treatment for

workers: There are 2 health stations and Dong Hoi General Hospital in the project

area. PMU has informed and coordinated medical examination and treatment for

workers.

Contractors implementing anti-HIV/AIDS awareness-raising program: 2 times

at the construction site, providing adequate materials for workers. Contact with the

provincial preventive medicine center to provide free HIV testing for workers.
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Appendix 6.8: Some pictures at the subprojects in October and
November 2019

Nghe An Ha Tinh

Quang Binh Quang Binh

Dak Nong Dak Nong
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Binh Dinh Binh Dinh

Binh Thuan Binh Thuan

Lam Dong Lam Dong
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Interview with construction contractors Supervision delegation at the site

Working with Dak Nong PPMU Household interviews
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